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Abstract:
Knowledge of intended plans for development of Big Sky, Inc., in the Gallatin Canyon, prompted
researchers at Montana State University to apply for, and receive, a National Science Foundation grant
to study the Impacts of a Large Recreation Development on a Semi-Primitive Area.

This thesis is part of the larger University study.

Potential impacts of logging and road construction on the soil and water resources in the Porcupine
drainage were assessed. Completion of a soil survey, slope map, and location of sediment source areas
was the field work that aided most in the assessment of the potential impacts. A literature review was
critical in making final conclusions.

It was assumed that only 15 percent of the drainage would be allowed to be disturbed by logging
activity at any one time, and that logging operations would be closely supervised.

It was estimated that in the undisturbed condition (as existed at the time of study) that 12.75 tons of
sediment would enter the Gallatin River via Porcupine Creek on an average day. Streambank erosion
and a few small areas of land instability contributed the greatest share of this. Following logging, it was
predicted that 18.8 tons of sediment would enter the Gallatin River via Porcupine Creek on an average
day (a 47% increase). The greatest part of this would be the result of road construction.

On-site water yield increases, as a result of logging, were predicted to be less than one inch (1" depth
over the entire area of the drainage). Stream temperature increases less than 4°F were predicted if
buffer strips were maintained.

Nutrient reserves of the drainage were not predicted to be greatly affected by the removal of timber. A
slight increase in stream fertility would result from the logging.

Effects of slash burning were predicted to be small if less than 15 percent of a burn was allowed to
burn intensely enough to be classified as a severe burn.

If more than 15 percent of the drainage were allowed to be disturbed by logging operations at any one
time, greater impacts would be expected. Land instability would be the first major problem and large
increases in sediment yield would result.

No attempt was made to predict the effect that logging activity would have on the elk herd of the
drainage. No attempt was made to determine the economic feasibility of logging under strict control.

The effects of changes in sediment yield, stream temperature, stream flow, and stream and soil fertility
on the total environment were not predicted.  
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ABSTRACT
Knowledge of intended plans for development of Big Sky, Inc., in 

the Gallatin Canyon, prompted researchers at Montana State University 
to apply for, and receive, a National Science Foundation grant to study 
the Impacts of a Large Recreation Development on a Semi-Primitive Area. 
This thesis is part of the larger University study.

Potential impacts of logging and road construction on the soil and 
water resources in the Porcupine drainage were assessed. Completion 
of a soil survey, slope map, and location of sediment source areas was 
the field work that aided most in the assessment of the potential im
pacts. A literature review was critical in making final conclusions.

It was assumed that only 15 percent of the drainage would be al
lowed to be disturbed by logging activity at any one time, and that 
logging operations would be closely supervised.

It was estimated that in the undisturbed condition (as existed at 
the time of study) that 12.75 tons of sediment would enter the Gallatin 
River via Porcupine Creek on an average day. Streambank erosion and 
a few small areas of land instability contributed the greatest share 
of this. Following logging, it was predicted that 18.8 tons of sedi
ment would enter the Gallatin River via Porcupine Creek on an average 
day (a 47% increase). The greatest part of this would be.the result 
of road construction.

On-site water yield increases, as a result of logging, were pre
dicted to be less than one inch (I" depth over the entire area of the 
drainage). Stream temperature increases less than 4°F were predicted 
if buffer strips were maintained.

Nutrient reserves of the drainage were not predicted to be great
ly affected by the removal of timber. A slight increase in stream 
fertility would result from the logging.

Effects of slash burning were predicted to be small if less than 
15 percent of a burn was allowed to burn intensely enough to be clas
sified as a severe burn.

If more than 15 percent of the drainage were allowed to be dis
turbed by logging operations at any one time, greater impacts would 
be expected. Land instability would be the first major problem and 
large increases in sediment yield would result.

No attempt was made to predict the effect that logging activity 
would have on the elk herd of the drainage. No attempt was made to 
determine the economic feasibility of logging under strict control.
The effects of changes in sediment yield, stream temperature, stream 
flow, and stream and soil fertility on the total environment were 
not predicted.
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INTRODUCTION

Development in the Gallatin

In the•winter of 1969-70 it was learned that a large recreation 

and real estate developments Big Sky3 Incorporated, of Montana, was 

going to be developed on the West Fork of the Gallatin River approxi

mately 45 miles south of Bozeman, Montana. Immediate interest in the 

magnitude and possible financial benefits to the Gallatin area, was fol

lowed by a concern for the possible effect the development might have 

on the relatively pristine environment that would surround Big Sky, Inc. 

Questions were also raised as to the possible effects on socio-economic 

characteristics of the area.

It was feared that possibly Big Sky might lead to eventual en

vironmental degradation of the entire Gallatin Canyon if accompanied 

by uncontrolled and unplanned development <;

The Spanish Peaks Wilderness borders the West Fork and concern 

for the possible destruction of the wilderness resource was voiced.

Selling and exchanging of private land-had started and it, ap

peared that with the complex ownership pattern in the Gallatin that 

planning and proper development might be nearly impossible.
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Fig. I. View of Porcupine Drainage Looking West from Second 
Creek. Lone Mountain in the Background.



Many valuable resources such as timber and wildlife ' exist in 

the Canyon and many felt the proper management of these and other nat

ural resources might be jeopardized.

Others feared the loss of use of parts of the Gallatin for the 

diversified recreation that the Canyon supports.

The CTSF Grant and Study

Researchers at Montana State University, in various disciplines, 

decided that the Big Sky development and the possible effects it might 

have on the Gallatin Canyon warranted detailed study. A. proposal for"' 

a study, The Impact.of a Large Recreational Development, (Big Sky, Inc=X9 

on a Semi-Primitive Environment, was prepared and submitted to the 

National Science Foundation for consideration. In June of 1970 the 

study was approved and a grant awarded to Montana State University 

through its Center for Environmental Studies. It is through this grant 

that this thesis study was funded.

Many disciplines and departments'of Montana State University are 

involved, in this study; alphabetically they are;- Agricultural Engineer

ing, Archaeology, Architecture, Bioclimatology, Botany, Economies; Ed

ucation, Entomology, Geology, History, Hydrology, Management Engineer

ing, Microbiology, Plant Pathology, Recreation Area-Management, Soci

ology, Statistics, Soils, Zoology .(fish), and Zoology (large mammals.).
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This research focuses on a tributary to the Gallatin* Porcupine 

drainage; much of the research and information does apply to other 

areas of.the Gallatin and elsewhere„ The Porcupine watershed was 

chosen for many reasons„ Being located only three miles from Big.Sky, 

Ine„, it appeared to be an area where future development might take 

place o It was a watershed that was nearly completely primitive and 

accordingly a good spot to study the environment before any type of 

development had taken place„ An elk herd of national prominence uses - 

the area as winter range, Beautiful and diverse natural scenery dom

inates the area and diversified outdoor recreation is available» A 

timber resource of significant value exists'and a checkerboard pat

tern of land ownership complicates management of the area.

Other factors lend interest to the area. Burlington Northern 

Bailroad9 a land owner in the drainage, has a timber contract with 

Yellowstone Pine of Belgrade,.Montana-and Yellowstone Pine has re

quested access to the area and timber. ..

The Forest Service decided a complete inventory of resources 

and existing conditions was warranted before deciding upon a manage

ment alternative. The University team working in the area was for

tunate to participate in this Forest Service study. It was an in

teresting addition to the larger NSF study.



Seope of the Porcupine Study

Study in the Porcupine drainage commenced in the spring of 1972. 

Montana State University students were to study primarily geology and 

soils as they related to possible environmental problems of the area; 
Development and non-development land use alternatives would be consid

ered. An. attempt was made to apply findings in the Porcupine area to 

other areas of the Gallatin Canyon, and the NSF study in its entirety.

Objectives of This Thesis

The objectives of this study are.: to map the soils of the

Porcupine Creek and relate this resource to possible environmental 

problems of the area (sediment production and other problems. ■associ

ated with logging operations); to assess the.environmental impact of 

logging operations upon a semi-primitive environment.

Specifically, research reported here.includes analysis of the 

effects of logging operations on the environment of the drainage; 

completeion of a soil survey of the Porcupine area and production of a 

map of the soils of the area; laboratory analyses of the soils; de

tailed soil profile descriptions. of the soils.; soil limitation ratings 

of the area for roads; K-factor or relative soil erodibility predic

tions; location of sediment source areas'; prediction of.sediment yield 

under alternative land uses; completion of a detailed slope map of the



drainage; predicting Porcupine Creek discharge and.sediment as a percent 

of the total Gallatin River, and an attempt to predict total sediment 

load of a stream from discharge.

Location and Description

The Porcupine drainage is located approximately 45 miles south 

of Bozeman, Montana (Fig... 2), The north boundary is the main ridge 

between Porcupine Creek and Levinski, Hidden, and Portal Creeks; the 

east boundary is the main Gallatin Range divide between the Gallatin 

and Yellowstone Rivers; the south boundary is the main ridge between 

Porcupine Creek and Buffalo Horn, Elkhorn, and Twin Cabin Creeks; the 

west boundary is the Gallatin River. Elevation ranges from approxi

mately 6,100 feet at the mouth.of Porcupine Creek to approximately 

10,000 feet, on Eaglehead Mountain. The drainage, includes■170,240 acres 

or 26,6 square miles. Ownership is characterized by a checkerboard 

pattern of Burlington Northern Railroad, State, and Federal- land.

(Fig. 3»)

Climate

The climate of the Porcupine area is typical of a mountainous 

drainage in the Northern Rocky Mountains . The freeze-free - season is 

50 days or shorter (l4). Average annual temperature is approximately 

37°F (72). Summer temperatures rarely exceed 90°F and during the
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winter months subzero temperatures are hot uncommon (72) 0 According to 

climatological data supplied by the U .8., Dept, of Commerce (72)?. be

tween 19 and 22 inches of. precipitation falls annually at the mouth of . 

Porcupine ,Creek. Up to $0 inches have been recorded above 9s000 feet 

in the Drainage,, most of which falls as winter show (72). Approxi

mately 20 inches- of snowfall is equal to I inch of water in the winter 

months and in the spring a ratio of around 12;I can be expected (15)»

Water

All of the water,originating within the.Porcupine drainage 

drains into the Gallatin liver.. . Forest Service figures show 22,099 

acre feet of water per year coming out of the Porcupine watershed 

(69)<> Generally, peak flows occur between late May and early June 

when spring runoff is at its peak. In I969 the peak flow occurred oh 

May 20 and was 316.31 cfs. (43).

The Upper Gallatin Valley is a slightly depressed tract of sedi

mentary and igneous rocks within the Madison, Gallatin uplift. Por

cupine Creek is a synclinal valley within this depressed tract. The 

area is bounded on the north by the Spanish Peaks' fault and fold which 

exposes crystalline Precambrian rock. Within the drainage, sedimentary 

and volcanic strata attain an aggregate thickness ,of approximately
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22,000 feet. Over most of the area these beds have been only moderately 

deformed into anticlinal and synclinal folds. The drainage contains 

large areas of active and inactive mass movements, Soils are derived 

mostly from Jurassic and Cretaceous shales and impure sandstones. The 

soils developed from these types' of materials tend to have a high per

cent of clay-sized particles, and a small percent of quartz material (62).

Flora and Fauna

The Porcupine drainage is generally tree covered. However,' large 

expanses of open grasslands and mountain meadows are included. A var

iety of grasses, forbs, shrubs, and sedges are common to the meadows. 

Vegetative cover is.sparse in the higher elevations of the unit.

Commercial forest lands generally occur from creek bottoms up to 

approximately 8,400 feet, with most between 7,000 and 8,200 feet (69).

The major commercial habitat type is Alpine fir. Grouse Whortleberry 

with lesser amount's in the Douglas fir, Pine Grass and Douglas fir, 

Snowberry habitat types. Douglas fir, Lodgepole pine, Spruce, and Al

pine fir are dominant timber types (69)«

The age of the timber varies from 125 to 200 years. It is al

most all overmature with an average age of 180 years» There are no 

large areas of young growth timber. The overall condition of the tim

ber is classified as overmature and declining in vigor (69)°
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The last major fire recorded in the area was in 1880° Since 

ISSosi only one significant fire has occurred and this burned approxi

mately 468 acres of grassland at. the mouth of Porcupine Greek.'in 1959°, 

Timber reportedly regenerated rapidly following earlier fires in the 

area (69)°

Elk is the dominant big game species of the area. There is a 

variety of other wildlife which inhabit the area. Mule deer, moose, 

big horn sheep, black and grizzly bear, blue and ruff grouse, cougar, 

martin, mink, weasel, coyote, bobcat, skunk, badger, snowshoe hare,, 

uniqua ground squirrel, pocket gopher, pika, red squirrel, white-footed 

mouse, mole, shrew, wood rat, bald eagle, hawk, owl, duck, brown, rain

bow, and cutthroat trout, and whitefish are the.more significant specie's, 

((6 9) and personal observation.)

Current and Historic Use of Porcupine Creek

The entire Porcupine drainage is. presently undeveloped except for 

a trail system and a few primitive roads and structures= The area has' 

been used primarily for dispersed type recreation= Hunting of. elk has 

probably been the major recreation attraction=

The majority of the domestic livestock was removed from the area 

in 1919, with only recreational livestock allowed after 1950 (69)°

Seme selective logging took place in lower Porcupine during 

the winters of 1949 and I950 (69)°



METHODS

Effect of Logging

It was determined^that, in view of the available facilities at 
Montana State University for forestry research, with no anticipated. 

iSmediate. logging in Porcupine Greek, without a controlled or experi

mental logging operation elsewhere in the Gallatin, and with the time 

limitations placed on this study, that a review of the literature appli

cable to Porcupine Creek would be the most adequate method of predict

ing the effects of logging operations on the environment of Porcupine 

Creeko

Ho Bentley Glass’ citing of Francis Bacon's illuminating

metaphor:

"There are increasing numbers df- pioneers who d£g '©tit 
new ore but a great and increasing shortage of smith's 
who might refine and hammer the ore into unifying' 
theorieso Mountains, of ore are consequently accumu
lating around the mouth's of the mines until it may 
seem, our future scientists will need only to refine 
what is already there in order to keep active,” (Bi)

is pertinent to and supports the author’s decision. It is advantageous

in this study to "refine apd hammer the ore" mentioned by. Mr, Glass,

Soil Survey and

The soil survey, of the drainage was completed with the use of 

the conventional soil auger, spades, aerial photos, horses, and backhoe«
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When soils previously unidentified in the Gallatin Canyon were located, 

pits were dug to aid in describing and analyzing soils. Dr. Bruce Dee? 
son and the author spent July of 1972 surveying the drainage. U.S. For

est Service Series ElO (photographed in July of 1962) aerial photos 

(4 in. per mile) and the U.S.■Geological Survey 15 min. Crown Butte 

Quadrangle were used extensively during the course of the survey. All 

mapping was done on aerial photos. Use of stereoscopes was beneficial 

to surveying and mapping., Mapping units were differentiated on the 

basis of soils and slope. Slope breaks used in mapping were: 0-8$,

8-15$, 15-20$, 20-30$, 30-60$, and 60$. An Abney level was used to 

determine slopes'. Consideration of vegetation, aspect, and slope was 

used to deliniate boundary lines of the mapping units. Upon completion 

of the field work (i.e., surveying and mapping),, the mapping units were 

transferred from the photos to 2-inch to the mile base maps .of the area 

for compilation and completion of the final soils map of the drainage.

Laboratory Analysis

Laboratory work was done on each soil series that was mapped 

in the drainage. All laboratory work was done by the Montana State 

University Soils Testing Lab. Tests run included - determination of: 

pH; percent sand, silt, and clay; plant available phosphorus (?) and 

potassium (K); concentration of soluble salts; percent organic matter;



extractable Ca++, Mg++, and Wa+ . Bouyouco1s method was used in mechan

ical analysis <; Available phosphorus was determined by a modified Bray #1 

(l g of soil/5 0  ml of extracting solution extracted for 5 min.)„ The 

cations were extracted by neutral I normal amonium acetate. Soluble 

salts and pH were determined in a 2:1 water to soil extract with elec

trodes in the sediment for pH determination. Organic matter was.de

termined by a colorimetric modification (600 mm) of the Walley Black 

Hot Acid Potassium Bichromate Oxidation Procedure. All laboratory data 

is included in the Appendix.

Soil Profile Descriptions

Detailed profile descriptions were completed for soils mapped in 

Porcupine that had not been previously described. Dr. Gordon Decker,

Dr. Gerry Nielsen, Cliff Montagne, Al Keppner, and the author worked 

together on completing the descriptions. Dr. Decker (19) is develop

ing a system of using mark sense forms to describe soil profiles.

These forms are processed automatically. The computer stores the data 

and prints out the soil descriptions. Dr. Decker’s system was.field 

tested as part of the Porcupine study. Computerized soil profile de

scriptions are included in the Appendix. ■

Profile descriptions completed by Olsen, Leeson, and Nielsen,

1971 (50) were used when applicable.



Soil Limitations for Roads

Determination of soil limitations for roads were completed with 

the aid of the U.S„D„A„, SCS Guide for Interpreting Engineering Uses• 

of Soils (70)» Slight, moderate, and severe ratings were calculated. 

Soil drainage class, flooding, slope, depth to bedrock, AASHG or Uni

fied Group index, shrink-swell potential, susceptibility to frost 

action, stoniness and rockiness classes.were used to determine the 

limitations or suitability ratings for roads.

Soil Erodibility

K-factors (soil erodibility factors) were determined using 

Wischmeir, Johnson, and Cross’s Guide for Developing the Soil Erodi

bility Factor (K) in the Universal Soil Loss Equation (77). Percent 

of silt plus very fine sand, percent of sand greater than 0,10.mm, soil 

organic matter content, soil structure (type, grade), and soil perme

ability were considered in determination of the K-factors, Individual 

horizons of every soil series in the area were assigned a K-factor.

K values for lower soil layers are needed to estimate soil losses where 

surface layers have been removed due to excavation or erosion.

Sediment Sources.Areas

Sediment sources were located primarily by field observation and 

use of aerial photos. Aside from obvious source areas (landslides, de-
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nuded elk range) s location of source areas.was aided by consideration 

of the following on-site factors: soils • (mainly texture and surface

erodibility); surface geology; slope or topography; ground cover; land 

use; upland erosion; channel erosion and sediment transport; climate; 

and runoff „ In the literature, the :nine on-site fabtars ..listed above 

are described as the most pertinent factors to consider in evaluating 

an area as a sediment source (5,38,48,73)° If an obvious sediment 

source was not mapped specifically, (i.e,, a landslide or slump), the 

mapping units of the general soils map of the drainage were used as. 

boundaries between sediment source areas° Using these units the entire 

drainage was mapped and rated as a sediment source = The rating of an 

area as a sediment source was determined with the aid of an SCS system 

(73)° The rating system used is included in the Appendix,' The nine 

on-site factors mentioned previously were given a value for each map

ping unit; a rating of a unit, as .a .sediment source was then derived by 

totalling the values (Table VII •) °

Sediment Yield

In predicting sediment yields from the sediment source areas' of 

the drainage, the SCS system (73) mentioned in the discussion of sedi

ment source locations was used. The nine factors are generally describ

ed, for the purpose of avoiding complexity, as independently influencing 

the amount of sediment yield. In reality, this is not the case.



The factor rating developed for each sediment source area was con

verted to sediment yield in acre-feet per square mile per year, .by means 

of a sediment yield factor rating graph (included in Appendix)„

Total sediment production of each individual unit of the drainage 

in an undisturbed condition was then computed, A planimeter was used 

to. measure the area of each mapping unit, The area in square'miles was 

multiplied by the acre-feet of sediment produced per square mile per 

year. It was assumed that an acre-foot of soil weighed 4 x IO^ pounds, 

Multiplying total acre-feet of sediment per year by 4 x IO^ pounds and. 

dividing by 2,000 pounds, gives the estimated tons of. sediment produced 

annually from each mapping unit, Tb obtain total sediment production 

for the entire drainage, the sediment production of the individual units 

was totalled, Uot all sediment moved will leave the drainage, A de

livery curve developed by the SCS (73) predicts 32 percent of the sedi

ment moved will leave Porcupine drainage via Porcupine Greek, There

fore , the. total sediment moved was multiplied.by 0,32 to obtain an esti
mate of sediment delivered to the Gallatin River by Porcupine Creek,

Certain assumptions, had to be made in order, to predict sediment 

yield following logging, Nick Finger of the U oS 0F,S,, Gallatin Ranger' 

District, stated that only 15 percent, of Porcupine drainage would be 

allowed to be disturbed at any one time (25)° This means a maximum Of 

15 percent of the total area would be allowed to be clearcut, roaded,■
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or disturbed by present logging or previous logging activities that 

were considered to still be acting ecologically as a logged, roaded, or 

disturbed area. Finzer also stated that only.15 percent of any sub

drainage would be allowed to be disturbed at any' one time (2$).

In deciding that 15 percent of the drainage would be allowed to 

be disturbed at any one time, the percent increase in water yield that 

would accompany varying degrees of. vegetation manipulation was pre

dicted by Finzer. These percent increases were then evaluated in.terms 

of existing channel conditions, soil stability, economics, etc., to 

arrive at a risk factor. The degree of risk that could be tolerated 

was decided upon and the 15 percent figure assigned.

With.this in mind, using U.S.F.S timber types (69) for Porcupine 

Greek as. a guide, 15 percent of the drainage was selected to be roaded
I

and logged. Those areas chosen for logging are shown in the Results 

section herewith. Table X lists the units chosen for logging and the 

percent of each unit that will be logged.

The same procedure was used for determining sediment yields, fol

lowing logging as those used for prediction of yields in the. undisturb

ed (summer of 1972) condition, referring to the method used in Appendix 

I will aid understanding of the discussion that follows. It was assum

ed that a 5 percent increase in upland erosion, channel erosion, and 

sediment transport would occur.if 15 to 30 percent of any unit was
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logged, so +2 was added to the factor rating, A 10. percent increase 

in upland erosion, channel erosion, and sediment transport was predie# 

ted if 30 to 50 percent of a unit was logged, +5 was added to the fac|f 

tor rating. A 15 percent increase was predicted if greater than 5° 

percent of a unit was logged, +7 was added to the factor rating.

Ground cover and land use were the other characteristics con

sidered to he affected by the logging activity. For each 10 percent 

increase in logging activity of a unit, +2 was added to the numerical

value of the two factors« Calculations are included.in the Results
'1 .

section (Table "VIII),

The. percent increase in sediment following logging was found by 

dividing the sediment yield increase following logging by the sediment 

yield produced in the undisturbed condition.

Slope Map

A slope map was prepared using the following procedure:

Work was done on 2-inch to the mile base maps which have one contour 

line for each 80 foot rise in elevation. Slope is defined as.vertical 

rise divided by horizontal distance. Therefore, for a slope of 10 

percent on the 2-inch to the mile base maps

80'
Boot

Vert, Rise , 80'
Horiz. Dist. “ °r 0,10. “ 800' horizontal distance
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A 20. percent slope would equal _ 400 ft, or an 80 foot rise

divided "by a 400. foot horizontal distance='

The horizontal distance calculated by the above procedure is . 

divided by 5,280 feet (the number of feet in a mile) and multiplied 

by 2 (2-iinches ..to the mile base maps were used); this .value will be 

in inches= The values ,calculated in this way are.equivalent to the. 

distance between contour lines on the base map for the particular 

slope considered. Table I shows the results of the calculations.

Table I, Distance Between Contour Lines.on Two-Inch to 
the Mile Base Map for Different Slopes,

2% slope = 1=536"
5$ slope = 0,606"
9% Slope =' 0=336"

15> slope = 0,202"
30/o slope = 0,101"
60% slope = 0,0504"

These values were, marked on a. transparent sbale and used to determine 

slope on the 2-inch to the mile base map. Distance between contour 

lines was compared to the distances marked on the scale, For example, 

if the distance between two contour lines was.greater than .0=202 

inches, but less than 0=336 inches, this would be an area with a slope 

of between 9 and 15 percent, If the distance "between contour lines 

was greater than 0,101 inch but less than 0,202 inch, the area would 

be classed as having a slope of between 15 and 30 percent,
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Stream Discharge.and Suspended Sediment of Porcupine Creek as a Percent 

of the Gallatin River

To determine the percent of. the Gallatin River flow contri

buted by Porcupine Creek, the water discharge figures at Porcupine 

Creek obtained from a Forest Service gauge approximately one mile up

stream from the river were compared with U 6S0 Department of Interior 

figures (75) for Gallatin River water discharge near Spanish Creek6 

Only one year's discharge figures were available for Porcupine Creek6 

Total acre-,feet of water JLeaving Porcupine drainage was compared to, 

acre-feet of water flowing by Spanish Creek in 1969»

Tons of suspended sediment can be,predicted for a stream if dis

charge and suspended load are known by use of the equation;

SEDIMENT (PPM) x DISCHARGE (CFS) x .0,-0027 = TONS/DAY

This equation is valid according to the U 6S 6 Dept6 of Interior (74), 

Derivation of the equation by the author clarified the procedure for 

developing the equation.

In order to compare Porcupine Creek suspended sediment yield to 

that of the Gallatin River, some assumptions had to be made. Suspended 

load measurements are available for the Gallatin River at Spanish Creek 

for parts of I968 and 1970« Discharge is available from 1925 through 

1969» Porcupine suspended load measurements were available for.parts
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of all years between 1967 and 1972« Discharge, however, is only avail

able for Porcupine Creek in 1969«

Records were most complete for I968 but discharge figures for 

Porcupine were not measured that year» Due to this lack of information, 

only daily comparisons of Porcupine and the River were made. To approx

imate a particular I968 daily discharge of Porcupine Creek, the percent 

monthly discharges-that Porcupine Creek contributed to the Gallatin 

River in I969 were multiplied times daily discharges of the Gallatin 

River in 1968, For example. May 14, I968 discharge of Porcupine Creek 

was needed, In May.of 1969 Porcupine Creek contributed 4,88 percent of 

the Gallatin River discharge. Thus, the Gallatin -River discharge of 

May 14, 1968 was multiplied by 0,0488 to approximate Porcupine Creek 

discharge of May l4, 1969«

Using the daily discharges calculated for Porcupine Creek (by 

the above method) and suspended load data for Porcupine Creek, tons of 

suspended sediment per day entering the Gallatin River from Porcupine 

Creek were estimated using the equation discussed previously.

Similar predictions were made for the Gallatin River at Spanish 

Creek, Comparison of the two values will yield percent sediment con

tribution of Porcupine Creek to the Gallatin River for the particular 

day being considered. The procedure is questionable and results should 

not be interpreted as anything other than crude estimates.



REVIEW OF LITERATUEE .

Logging operations affect the environment of an area in many 

wayse A consideration of some effects of logging and of factors con

tributing to these affects will be included in the review of the liter

ature that follows,

On-Site ,Factors to Consider x

On-site characteristics influence the effects of a logging op

eration,, Geology, soils,, climate, topography, and ground coyer (type 

and density) must all be considered. Most significant to this study is • 

the influence; of the above factors bn runoff and erosion or sediment 

yield. These impacts will be discussed in this section. Effects on 

phenomena other than sediment yield are important and will be discussed 

more specifically later,.

Geology can be used to predict soil erodibility by consider

ation of the soils, that will develop from certain parent;materials .(l,)e 

Profiles in mountainous terrain tend to be shallow and .immature and in 

many instances characteristics: may be.inherited directly from parent 

materials. (21), Dymess states that soils derived from acidic igneous 

rooks are'especially erodible (21),
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The SCS classifies surface geology according to its erodibility, 

Marine shales ahd related mudstones are classified highly erodible.

Rocks of medium hardness, moderately weathered and moderately fractured 

are classified moderately erodible. Massive hard formations are class-
. ' I;

ified non-erodible (TB).=
c

Soils have varying resistance to erosion= Factors influencing 

both Infiltration and permeability, and those soil properties affecting 

the resistance of soil particles to detachment and transport affect 

erodibility.

It has been found that larger water stable aggregates are less 

susceptible to erosion than small stable aggregates (79)° Organic mat

ter is an important cementing agent in the formation of large water 

stable aggregates. As such, soil organic matter content is closely 

related to measures of soil erodibility (21). Studies reported by 

Woolridge (79) indicate that percent of the variation in mean aggre

gate size of surface soil is accounted for by variation.in organic 

matter content».

Organic matter is also important in maintaining optimum infiltra

tion and permeability. However, - organic matter may reduce porosity and 

permeability in some sandy soils. Meeuwig (47) hypothesizes that organ

ic matter may contain constituents' that coat the sand-sized particles
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and render them water repellent. Clay, which has a much greater sur

face area per unit weight than.sand, tends to dilute and reduce the 

effectiveness of water repellent constituents of organic matter. Thus, 

infiltration is inversely related to the ratio of. organic matter to 

clay.

Bulk.density plays a big part in infiltration. Water retention 

and infiltration are. decreased with increasing bulk density. When a 

large proportion of the soil is composed of particles and aggregates 

greater than 0,5 mm, the effect of bulk density is minimal, • When the 

soil is fine and poorly aggregated, water retention and infiltration 

decrease sharply as bulk density increases (48).

Anderson (l) and Trimble.(68) report that stoniness and organic, 

matter of the soil tend to decrease erbdibility. Anderson (l) reports 

an increase in ero.dibility with an increase in percent, silt and clay. 

Wischmeir (77) and the SCS (71) report an increase in silt-sized parti

cles being especially conducive to credibility.

Ions adsorbed on the. exchange complex in the soil may have a 

strong influence on erodibility by causing either flocculation or dis-.. 

persion (23,76). A study reported by Dymess (21) indicates that cal

cium and magnesium have a positive and significant correlation with 

soil erodibility..
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The effect's of climatic factors on soil erodibility are varied. 

Temperature,'precipitation, and particularly the distribution of 

precipitation influence the quantity and quality of ground cover as 

well as soil development. The.quantity and intensity of. precipitation 

determine the amount and discharge rates of runoff and resultant de

tachment, of soil. The precipitation is eventually a transport medium 

for sediment yield.

Snow appears to have a minor effect on upland slopes relative 

to rainfall (73)*

Soil detachment is caused by rainfall impact and is therefore 

influenced by the kinetic energy of rainfall which varies with drop 

velocity and mass (73)* The transport,of detached soil particles in 

overland flow is;controlled by runoff amount and turbulence, both of 

which are to some extent functions, of rainfall intensity. The SCS 

rates storms of several days duration with short periods of intense 

rainfall, and.frequent intense convective storms, as most conducive to 

high sediment yield (73)* Beaseley (15) reports that soil lossesj 

when all factors other than rainfall are held constant, are directly 

proportional to the total kinetic energy of the storm times, its 

maximum 3Q-minute intensity.
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In some areas the action of freezing and thawing is important in 

the erosion process. Impermeable ice forms, in areas of fine textured 

soils where a supply of moisture is available before the advent of cold 

weather. Under these conditions the ice often persists throughout the 

winter and is still present when the spring thaw occurs. In some in

stances, water tends to run over the surface of the ice and not detach ^
■' '■-■■■■• . o " i-’, « . ■ •

soil particles, but it is possible for the ice in a surface layer.to ‘
1 T /.

thaw during a warm period and create a very erodible situation. TSpring 

thaws with ice at shallow depth may wash away the loose material on the .
- .r1 •

• »\
surface (73.)»

In some areas, particularly those underlain by marine shale,. 

freezing and thawing may alter the structure of soil near the surface

by breaking up stable aggregates and thus change infiltration charac-
, . V -  ' -i'

teristics (73)»
' « -1* ;

Watershed slope, relief, floodplain development, drainage pat™

terns, orientation (aspect), and size are basic items to consider in ; U ■
- ' -v: ; -

connection with topography. Their influence on sediment, yield is ; - ^

closely related with geology, soils, and cover.

As. the slope becomes steeper, the velocity of the runoff water 

increases and this results in an increase in the power of runoff water.
■ ", £•' • '  . /. ■ t \ i r . -"r t, 'f  ■ 4  ■' - "

to detach particles from the soil mass and to transport them (5,10).
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The soil loss.per unit area increases as the slope lengthens; this re

sults from the.greater accumulation of runoff as the slope length in

creases (5)»

Willen (76) reports"a decrease in development of silt and clay- 

sized particles with an increase in slope gradient. This was attributed 

to slope effect on soil water drainage. Soil formation was ..thought to 

be retarded under the more xeric conditions of steep slopes than under 

the more hydrie condition of the gentle slopes. Also reported was a 

significant increase in erodibility of soils with increasing elevation.

Floodplain development and reduction in relief ratio will cause 

a reduction in sediment yields as the yields are interrupted by tem

porary deposition .-

Aspect (watershed orientation) plays a big role in the relative 

sediment yield of an area. Willen (7 6) reports that erodibility is 

greatest on westerly exposures, south exposures.are reported more 
erodible than northerly, and easterly exposures-least susceptible to 

erosion. West slopes were about I.3 times as erodible as east.

Bethlamy (7 ) conducted a study in central Idaho to determine 

the effects of exposure on runoff and erosion. Runoff and .erosion
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were greater on southwest than northeast exposures. The results were 

attributed to greater fluctuation of air and soil temperatures, more 

frequent freezing and thawing, and less ground cover.

Watershed shape and size may or may not materially affect the 

sediment yield per unit area, Branson, and Owen (10) 'report long and 

narrow watersheds contributing greater sediment yields than circular 

drainages with earlier and greater peak discharges in circular water

sheds. The different responses of runoff and sediment yields to cir

cularity.are explained by: channel losses.and evaporative losses be

ing greater in long, narrow watersheds•because of time and travel; and 

slopes of long, narrow watersheds tending to be steep and thus supply

ing more energy for sediment transport.

Generally, the sediment yield is inversely related to watershed 

size because the larger areas usually have less overall slope, smaller 

proportions of upland sediment sources; and more opportunity for the 

deposition of upstream derived sediments on floodplains and fans. In 

addition, large watersheds are less- affected by small convective-type 

storms. However, under other conditions the sediment yield may not de

crease as the size increases. There may be an increase of sediment 

yield as the watershed size increases if downstream watersheds or chan

nels are more susceptible to erosion than upstream areas (73)»
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Ground cover is described as anything on or above the.surface of 

the ground which alters the effect of precipitation on the.soil surface 

and soil profile (73)» Included in this factor are vegetation, litter, 

and small and large rock fragments. A good ground cover dissipates the 

energy of rainfall before it strikes the soil surface, delivers water to 

the soil at a relatively uniform rate, impedes "the surface flow: of wa^r, 

and promotes infiltration by the action of roots within the soil. Con

versely, the absence of ground cover leaves the land surface open to 

the worst effects of st e m s . Dymess -(21) indicated that, contrary to 

widely held beliefs, the beneficial effects of litter cover may not be 

due so much to its water absorbing capacity as to its action in pro

tecting soil from the destructive action of raindrops.

Positive and significant correlations have been established for 

percent bare soil and Snxboff (I0j%7ib8,51)« The correlation for percent 

bare soil and sediment yields are not as good. Branson and Owen (10) 

report that the poorer correlation for sediment yield is .possibly due 

to a storing of sediment on ground cover.

A factor inversely correlated with sediment yields.is the weight 

of litter or ground cover. With increasing weight of ground cover, 

sediment yields are reportedly decreased (10,^8). Willen (76) reported 

that soils under grass were more erodible than soils under brush, 

which were more erodible than soils under pine.
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Meeuwig (48) and Packer (53) stress the importance of litter in 

maintaining good infiltration and soil stability. Meeuwig, working in 

northern Utah, reported infiltration being affected significantly by 

vegetative or litter cover as.. it was critical in maintaining low bulk 

densities and good soil aggregation. Seventy-three percent of the var

iance in soil water retained and thus not available for runoff was 

accounted for by differences in ground cover and its affect on bulk 

density and aggregation of the mineral soil,

. Packer (53) reported that 93«8 percent of the variances in bulk 

density of the soils. of Tepee Creek in the Gallatin Canyon were the 

result of ground cover differences, Packer also found that on soils. 

with bulk densities of less than 1.04, corresponding to a 70 percent 

ground cover, accelerated soil erosion on winter elk range in the Gal

latin Canyon did not occur. In 1951, Packer (51) had reported that 

size of bare openings was the most influential characteristic affect

ing soil erosion.

Meeuwig (48) estimated that in northern Utah, 65 percent ground 

coyer was a minimum to prevent erosion. Meeuwig (47) reported that 90 

percent ground cover was required for erosion protection on Coolwater 

Ridge in Idaho 1,

According to Dymess '(21), the greatest deterent to soil erosion 

is ground cover.
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Logging Disturbance, Soils and Sediment

In order to discuss the effects of logging operations, it is' 

important to differentiate between various logging methods. Mr. Bob 

Cron of the Gallatin National Forest gave the following descriptions 

of various logging methods (18).

Tractor logging is generally considered the most destructive of 

the logging methods. .Large rubber-tired vehicles (tractors, bulldozers) 

which attempt to get as close to fallen timber as possible are used»

Logs are hooked to the tractor by cables and skidded to yards. The 

vehicles leave roads depending upon terrain. This method is usually 

limited to slopes of less than 4© percent.

The jammer method invblyes using a large piece of equipment 

(jammer) that is placed, on the bed of a truck. The jammer has a cable 

attached to it which, is used to remove fallen timber from the surround

ing area. Np to UOO feet of cable is used. The jammer remains on roads 

arid skids timber out of the surrounding terrain using the cable»

High lead or cable logging has a radius of use of approximately 

400 yards. Cables are suspended from tree tops or poles specifically 

used for the purpose.. Logs are hooked to the cables and skidded out of ■ 

the forest. Skyline logging is similar to the high lead method except 

for the fact that logs are suspended in air for transport with only the
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butt. touching the; ground. Much larger spars (poles) are used for sus

pending the cable and‘distances of up to a mile can be covered. This 

method requires approximately 10. percent of the roads required for trac- 

tor and jammer methods.

Aerial logging can remove fallen.timber without the use of on

site machinery. Aerial methods are excellent for areas of steep ter

rain..

Dyrness. (21), in a report during the International Symposium on 

Forest Hydrology, cited many examples which indicate that the major 

factors determining the effects' of logging are; type of logging, inten

sity of cut, and on-site characteristics. The discussion following

Dyrness’ report indicated near unanimous agreement.
i

Packer (53.) reported the effects of various logging activities 
: I

on water quality.. The following conclusions were drawn from Packer*s

review of the literature. I) Cutting of timber in itself does not

appear to affect water quality adversely; however, some evidence iii®

dicates that, the increased streamflow resulting from timber cutting may

cause streambank erosion and thereby increase sediment production. ‘

2) Skidding logs from the forest, especially with equipment that deeply

disturbs the soil mantle, often, increase's sediment production. This,

depends upon the location of skidways. with respect to watercourses," the

adequacy of drainage facilities, and the magnitude of streamflows. In



forest's on stony soils, sedimentation rates caused by logging usually 

decline toward prelogging levels within a few years because a protec

tive stony erosion pavement develops on skid trails and roads. On fine 

textured soils, rates of sediment production may continue at accelerated 

levels until skidways become revegetated,. This may take only a few 

years, in moist forests or many years' in forests' having unfavorable grow

ing season moisture. 3) Roads on which surface runoff can concentrate

due to inadequate drainage facilities, or roads that are. located.too 

close to water courses to accomodate the needed width of intervening 

buffer strips are without doubt the main source of poor water quality 

in forests. Roads traversing steep slopes and unstable areas are an

other significant source.of sediment production. Roads undeniably have 

the most significant effect on sediment production of any logging 

activity.

Anderson (l) states that, roads eventually,occupy 6 percent, of 

each logged watershed, as an average, in the Northwest.. In Oregon 

watersheds, if roads".occupy 6 percent of the area, sediment production 

is predicted to .increase by a factor of four (l). Eighty percent of 

,the increase is associated with road development and 20 percent with 

logging independent of roads.

A study conducted.in California reported poor logging of.1.4 

percent of an- area increased sediment: by 26 percent. Conversion of

-34-
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'0 .6 percent of the area into low standard roads increased .sediment by 

2k percent (l),

Different logging operations have different effects, upon sedi

ment yields. , A comparison of logging methods and their effects, on the 

soil and factors leading to sedimentation follows;.

Msgahan and Kidd (45) reported a sediment production increase..of 

from 0.04 tons per square mile per day for Skyline-Crane logging to 

10.76 tons per square mile per day associated with jammer logging. The 

increase in sediment with jammer operations was attributed to the 

greater number of roads used in jammer operations; There was tremen

dous slumping and sliding reported following the operations; most of 

this damage was -associated with roads. The problems were most often 

related to improper construction.

Jammer reading on steep areas (greater than 35$ slope) report- 

edly disturbed 25$ ©f the total area logged. Skyline logging reduced 

the area disturbed by 75 percent and provided a.greater buffer for 

sediment between strips. The conclusion was that the greatest benefit 

from Skyline-Crane methods was' fewer roads.

Garrison and Kmmnell (30) reported one-third of an area-logged, 

by tractor was disturbed by reading and skidding. Fifteen percent of 

the area had deep soil disturbance. Most disturbance was attributed



to ground skidding-of logs, construction of spur roads, arid use, of 

landingso A comparison of tractor and cable methods was made. Twenty- 

one percent of the area logged with tractors had exposed mineral soil, 

and 15 percent of■the area where cable methods were used had exposed 
mineral soil.

Wbolridge (7 8) reported tractor logging exposed mineral soil 

on 22.2 percent of his study area compared to $.4 percent left bare by 

Skyline-Crane logging. If this is true, tractor logging left approxi

mately 128 acres of bare sdil per section and Skyline approximately 35 

acres per section.

D y m e s s  (.22), in a study conducted in the Oregon Cascades, com

pared tractor and high lead logging. Tractor logging caused a,consid

erable increase in the area of compaction (9 .1 to 26.4 percent) plus a 

corresponding decrease in the amount of undisturbed area (57»2 vs. 35«6 

percent). Tractor logging reportedly resulted in the deposition of 

large amounts of loose soil such as skidroad berms . Byrne'ss . (22) re

ported tractor logging resulted in the surface.2 inches being three 

times as compacted in the tractor logged area, with a corresponding 

decrease in porosity. The tractor logged area:had approximately 63 

percent pore space compared to 77 percent in an undisturbed state.

This decrease resulted in lower infiltration rates and larger amounts
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of .surface runoff, A 15 percent increase in bulk density reduced 

permeability by 93 percent.

Steinberg and Gessel (64), studying the effects of tractor log

ging in Southwestern Washington, reported extensive surface disturb

ance due to the network of skid trails required for yarding. Pri

marily compaction with a resultant reduced non-capillary pore space 

increased the bulk density of the soils. Permeability reductions of. 

34.9 percent were reported as an average for the cutover.area. On skid 

roads, permeability was reduced an average .of 92.3 percent. All roads 

showed evidence of severe compaction and an average increase in bulk 

density of 3^*9 percent. Increase in bulk density for the entire area 

was 2.4 percent. Tractor roads.showed a decrease in macroscopic pore 

space of between 28,3 and 65»9 percent with an average of 52 .9 percent 

decrease__in pore space,

Fredriksen (27) compared the effects of different logging acti

vities on three watersheds in western Oregon. __ High lead-cable methods ' 

were used on one 250 acre watershed which was .patch-cut; 6 percent of 

this area was roaded (1.65 miles) and 25 percent logged. Skyline log

ging with no road construction was used on an adjacent 250 acre area■ 

that was completely clearcut, A control was. included in the study.

High lead logging with roads resulted in double the area of soil dis

turbance (10%) and nearly three.times the area compacted. Soil loss



from the patch-cut was 109 times the loss measured from the control 

watershed. By far the greatest volume of this sediment (93%) was assoc

iated with road construction. Soil loss from the elearcut watershed 

(without roads) was 3»3 times the loss from the control. Mean annual 

sediment loss of 7?980 tons per square mile for the patch-cut was.26 

times the loss of 3©7 tons from the elearcut watershed.

The effect of intensity of logging activity is significant.

Haupt (34) reported an increase of from 5 to 18 percent in bared soil 

(29 to 114 acres per section) when selective cut was increased from 

1500 to 65OO stems per square mile. Similar increases in.intensities 

of group cuts increased the range from 5 to 13 percent of the area 

(29 to 84 acres per section). The greater increase in disturbance 

under stem selection was attributed to greater dispersion of felled 

trees and less repeat usage of skid trails and haul roads. In the 

group cuts, as the amount of timber removed increased, the skidding 

and reading increased with a resultant increase in soil disturbance.

Erosion is greater for heavily used roads than for lightly 

used roads. According to Trimble and Weitzman (68), as each load of 

logs passes, part of the soil is carried down the hill and part is 

compacted. Also, each succeeding load of logs continues to disturb 

the soil to greater depth.
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Compaction reduces macroporespace, water enters slower and 

aeration is poorer. In a sttidy conducted in the northwest (68), com

paring infiltration rates on a skid road with an undisturbed site, it 

took 32 units of time for water to enter the undisturbed soil and 6l4 

units of time for the same amount of water to enter the skid road.

The deeper the disturbance or the deeper that soil is exposed 

by reading, the poorer the natural structure, As a result, revegeta

tion and infiltration rates are slower.and soils erode for a longer 

time. As would be expected from the above, post logging erosion is 

reportedly heavier for heavily used roads (68),

Steinberg and Gessel (64) reported examples of the effect of 

different intensities of use under differing conditions. Working in 

the Pacific Northwest they found that four trips with a 5®,000.pound 

crawler reduced the soil permeability by 80 percent and the macro

scopic pore space by $0 percent when the soil was dry. When the soil 

was wet, one trip had the effect of four under dry conditions, Also 

reported was a study in New York. One trip with an empty farm truck 

with the soil moisture content at 23 percent increased the bulk den

sity from 1.32 to 1.50, When the soil moisture content was 19 percent, 

four trips increased the bulk density from 1,24 to I.58. Soils con

taining greater amount's of organic matter were compacted to a lesser 

degree by the same force at the same water content (64).
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Periodic disturbance keeps the,road surface rough and subject 

to continued erosion. Roads continually used do not become stable 

and resistant to the erosive action of water (68).

Erosion is much greater during than after skidding, as it is. 

impossible to maintain adequately spaced surface drainage ditches 

during skidding.

On-site factors may affect the intensity of use. On steep ter

rain, operators build additional roads rather than skidding further to 

landings. Dyrness (22) reports that skid roads will occupy approxi

mately 30 percent, of an area with slopes' greater than 30 percent if 

tractor logging is used. Megahan and Kidd (45) report that jammer road 

construction may disturb up to 30 percent of an area with slopes great

er than 50.percent.

Soil mass movements are usually the direct result of the inter

action of soil and slope properties characteristic of much of the 

Rocky Mountains. Dymess (23) and Swanston (65,66) include parts of 

Montana as an area highly suspect of. mass movement (Fig. 4), The 

topography has high relief with steep slopes and narrow inter-valley 

ridges. Locally glacial erosion, tectonic uplift and subaerial pro

cesses are credited with further steepening slopes and. creating



Fig. 4 . Aerial Extent of Landslide Problem Areas. Swanston 1971 (66).
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unstable natural conditions (66)» In such areas, soil mass movement is 

the dominant process of erosion. The general effect of logging, road 

building, and fire is to disrupt the delicate balance of forces acting 

on the slopes, often resulting in further initiation and acceleration 

of mass wasting.

From the available evidence, the principal effect of timber re-, 

moval seems to be largely related to removal of surface vegetation, 

creating conditions conducive to increased soil water content and . 

progressive deterioration of stabilizing root systems (66).

Root systems of trees and other vegetation can serve as co

hesive binders or. If they penetrate entirely through the soil zone, 

can anchor the soil mantle to the substrate and thus provide an 

effective stabilizing influence. In some extremely steep areas this 

may be a dominant factor in shear strength of the soil. Shear strength 

tests on roots taken from clearcut units of a variety of ages in south

east Alaska have indicated a marked decrease in strength three to. five 

years after cutting, a time.period that roughly corresponds to the lag 

between time of'logging and massive debris avalanching (6$),

Failures associated with road building are largely the result 

of side casting,and addition of road fill, inadequate or poorly de

signed road drainages, and oversteepened back slopes. Side casting 

and the addition of road fills may overload the surface below the road



cut and obstruct upslope soil drainage, creating saturated conditions 

in and above the road fill during periods of high runoff. Poorly de

signed culvert systems and deep, cross' drainages, coupled with plugging 

of drainage by debris may also create saturated conditions in and above 

the road .fills, Oversteepened back slope cuts remove, support for the 

soils upslope . (66),

As a result of poorly designed road drainage system's and the pos

sibility 'of increased soil moisture, soil cohesion may decrease due to 

destruction of capillary tension. Rising pore water pressures also re

duce shear strength as a result of decreased effective weight of the/ 

soil mass, At the same time, se.epage pressures, resulting from fric

tional drag, of water flowing downslope through the soil may add sig

nificantly to the tangential component of shear stress» In highly co

hesive soils increasing water content may also help to.mobilize the 

clay particles' through saturation and further add to increased creep, 

rates and even ultimate failure (65)»

Slash burning may decrease stability by leading to a progres

sive deterioration of mechanical stabilizing root systems.. Burning 

also reduces evapo-transpiration with a resultant increase in soil

water
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Examples lend credibility to the above discussion Fredriksen 

(27)$ in a study .of three.small Western Oregon watersheds, found, by 

far the greatest soil loss as a result o f .logging was associated.with 

landslides and the.scouring action,of high-velocity mudflows which 

often pass down stream channels following a landslide. In fact, 97„7
I

percent of the sediment yeild from a patch-cut watershed resulted 

during the winter season when 3 2 'landslides occurred during a storm 

with a return interval of 100.years. Landslides associated with road's, 

in the.patch"cut created 93«3 percent of the total, volume. These land

slides occurred most often where roads' intersected stream channels; 

Glearcutting apparently had. a much,smaller influence" on the occurrence, 

of landslides,. Little soil loss was attributed, to surface erosion.

Dyrness (23), in an investigation of causes of mass soil move

ments. on the west flank of the Cascades in Oregon, found that more than 

72 percent' of these events. occurred in connection with roads, that 

occupied less than .2 percent of the forest area. Seventeen percent 

took place on disturbed logged areas which comprised less than 14 per

cent of the area. Less than'11 percent of these mass movements occurred 

in undisturbed areas in -spite of.the fact that, more than 85 percent of 

the forest area was undisturbed. More than 46 percent of the movements 

were on 60 to $0 percent slopes and 83 percent■were on 4$ to $0 per

cent. slopes (34$ of the area), In Idaho, $0 percent of the soil mass" ..



movements which occurred along the South Fork of the Salmon were re

ported to.be the result of slope failures along road right-of-way (65)

Anderson (I) reports that $4 percent of the slides 'in.a general 

survey of western Oregon were associated with roads, 2k percent were 

associated with logged areas, and 22 percent with undisturbed areas.

Swanston (65) reports recent increases in soil mass movement 

following high intensity storms in the Wasatch Mountains are attri

buted to loss of mechanical support of root systems, the result of 

logging and burning.

Soils differ in their susceptibility to mass movement. Paeth 

(55) discusses some of the soil properties that affect instability.

An inverse relationship was found' between shear strength and cation 

exchange capacity. Kaolinite, illite, and montmorillite were found to 

be resistant to shear'in the order listed*-kaolinite being the most 

resistant. This' corresponds to the inverse relationship to C.E.C.

A lack of correlation between stability and most exchangeable ions, was 

attributed to the overriding.influence of clay mineralogy and other 

factors. There was a reported increase in resistance to shear with an 

increase in iron, aluminum, and hydrogen ions.. In a study in which 

clays were saturated with cations, shear strength increased in the 

following progression; lithium, sodium, potassium, ammonium, rubidium.

and cesium
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Vegetation-Manipulation Effect on Water Yield

An increase in water yield has been attributed to various fac

tors following logging. Reduced interception with resultant reduced 

re-evaporation at the crown canopy is one factor. Reduced transpira

tion loss of water extracted from the soil by plants and given off to 

the air as water vapor is a second factor causing increased yields (60),

Hoover and Leaf (37)? in a study in Colorado, concluded that 

redistribution of snow is the chief cause of increased runoff follow

ing cuttingo , Snow has been shown to accumulate in forest openings, 

either natural or created by artificial means, to a greater extent than 

under a forest canopy. Hoover and Leaf (37) states l) The concentra

tion of snow pack on portions of the watershed increases the effici

ency of delivery of water to stream courses and ground water storage, 

After initial soil moisture deficiencies are satisfied, more melt water 

is available to streamflow. One area having a possible deficit and 

another a surplus, rather than both being just satisfied, reportedly 

creates' greater runoff, 2) Another effect of redistribution of snow 

to open areas is to place it where initial soil moisture deficiencies 

are least. Cutting of timber reduces the amount of soil moisture with

drawn during the growing season, resulting in less water needed for re

charge in the spring and more available for streamflow, 3) Melt rates

are more rapid in openings than in forests. Snow evaporates for a
*

shorter time and melt water tends to be released at a time when there



is continuity’ of flow in surface and subsurface channel's „ Melting in 

openings is concentrated into fewer hours of the day as it is less, in

fluenced by absorption and re-radiation of incoming heat by forest 

cover. The result is to reduce total evaporative losses in openings 

during the melt period.

If snowmelt from openings is synchronized with melt from for

ested areas, increases in peak flow can be expected and flooding may 

result. If melt is not synchronized, peak flows may be reduced.

Packer (54) did an excellent job of discussing the effects of 

elevation, aspect, slope steepness, and forest- cover in relation to 

time of snowmelt and snowmelt rates» The study was conducted in 

northern Idaho and western Montana.

Snowmelt generally begins.later at higher elevations. For each 

100-foot rise in elevation, snowmelt reportedly begins.1.2 days later 

and the average snowmelt rate increased 0.014 inch per day.

Each 10° change of aspect from south to north delayed snowmelt 

an average of one day and increased snowmelt rate 0,020 inch per day 

at 5s500 feet.

On a southerly aspect of 160°, each 10 percent decrease in slope 

steepness resulted in an average rate increase of 0.060 inch per day at 

5,500 feet. Snowmelt began an average of 3=5 days later for each 10



percent decrease in steepness, Snowelt rate increases associated, 

with decreasing steepness of south-facing- slopes became progressively 

larger with increasing elevation, As the aspect shifted from southerly 

to westerly exposures, snowelt rate increases associated with de

creases in slope steepness became progressively smaller. The snowmelt 

rate on northerly exposures -increased with steepness, A 10 percent 

increase in slope steepness on a northerly aspect delayed snowmelt an 

average of 3»5 days and the rate of melt increased an average of 0,103 

inch per day at 5,500 feet,

A 10 percent increase in canopy density postponed snowmelt an 

average of 1,1 days on a south (l60°) aspect and 0,4 days' on a north 

(360°) aspect,

Reductions in cumulative diameter of standing timber increase 

snowelt rate at low elevations with greatest increases, on southerly 

exposures, At higher elevations', increases in snowelt rate occur on 

southerly aspects, reductions in rate occurred on northerly and west

erly exposures $- with a 60 percent decrease in cumulative diameter,

Clearcutting of the most dense forest stands on southerly as

pects at low to intermediate elevations provides largest increases 

in snowelt rates, - Partial cutting of timber on northerly aspects at 

intermediate to high elevations affords the best opportunity to effect 

reductions in snowelt rates.
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Tremendous increases iii water yield following logging are rare 

unless a catastrophic climatic event takes place or a large percentage 

(greater than 40 percent) of a watershed is logged at one time.

Rothacher (60) and Goodell (32) reported that small areas being 

clearcut by present logging methods probably will not affect the water 

yield of a drainage greatly. If the soil moisture has been limiting, 

the surrounding timber will expand its root system into the area. In 

effect what happens is fewer trees 'may use an amount of water nearly 

equivalent to that used prior to harvest,

If on-site increases in water yield occur, most will reportedly 

decline rapidly as revegetation begins to take place (36). Pereira 

(56) reported that bare ground and litter remaining after logging 

accounts for a third as much evaporation loss as that used by the 

transpiring crop. Adding weeds and regrowth would account for even 

more water use.

Rothacher (60) reports that under conditions of the Pacific 

Northwest, on the west slopes of the Cascades where soils are rela

tively deep,precipitation is high (75+ inehes/year) and recharges the 

soil each year5 and when evapotranspiration rates are fairly high, an 

18-inch increase in streamflow could be expected following complete 

clearcutting and burning. This large'on-site increase may be largely



pbseured on large watersheds harvested on a long-term, sustained yield 

basis. Rothacher (60) estimates that an 18-inch on-site increase would 

be equivalent to about an 0.8-inch increase from an area being patchcut 

on a 100 year rotation.

Because less water is available for plant growth and vegetation 

is less dense in much of the area east of the Cascades (Montana, Idaho), 

there is less potential for on-site increases in water yield following 

timber removal (60).

I f a  large percentage of a watershed is logged (greater than 

4©%), substantial increases in runoff may occur (60). Seasonal stream- 

flow, may be.most significantly affected. Increase in flow during the 

growing season due to savings' in evapotranspiration showing quickly in 

streamflow are probably most likely to occur bn the eastern side of the 

Rockies (36). Increase in minimum streamflow of late summer may thus ; 

be a result of removal of vegetation.

Under certain climatic conditions the effects of vegetation 

removal can be catastrophic. Vegetation has its greatest effect under, 

dry conditions. . West of the Cascades big floods dp.not occur until 

soils are thoroughly wet (60)„. East of. the Cascade's' high intensity 

summer storms result in "gully washers" which scour the streambeds.

These storms occur under relatively dry antecedent conditions. Forest
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vegetation may greatly reduce flood flows under these conditions. If 

adequate vegetation is not maintained,.increased water flow results 

in increases in erosion, specifically streambank erosion (53‘),

Soil Chemistry

In discussing the effects of logging operations, on the nutrient 

budget of a forest ecosystem, many factors must be considered.

The timber produced on a watershed has certain mineral require

ments for growth. Nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, and calcium are 

usually the elements limiting growth. Sulfur, magnesium, and iron are 

needed but are seldom limiting. Boron manganese, zinc, and copper are 

needed in very small amounts (63),

On an average site the forest takes up in the neighborhood of 

200 pounds of ash constituents per acre per year, except for pine 

which absorbs about 75 pounds„ Of this amount only about 50. percent 

consists of the essential nutrients potassium, calcium, and phosphorus

(b)r
Trees can grow well in soils low in nutrients. Being deep- 

rooted and long lived, trees utilize a large mass of soil to great 

depths, The ability of a tree species to grow satisfactorily on soils 

of low nutrient status depends largely upon its relatively slow growth 

rate (63)»
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The amounts of nutrients taken up yearly by forests per acre 

are less than those taken up by the average field crops (4),

Table II, Relationship Between Uptake, Retention, and Return of
Mineral Hutrients for Forest Compared to Agricultural Crops.

N - Agriculture
Taken Up 
100

Retained
75-

Returned
25

N - Forest 40 8 32
K - Agriculture 70 20 50
K - Forest ■15 4 11

Ca - Agriculture 4o 10 30
Ca - Forest 60 10 50
P - Agriculture 25 20 5
P - Forest 10 2 8

Figures are in pounds/acre/year (4).

The above table supports reports'by Youngberg (80) and Baker (4) 

which state that very small quantities, of the nutrients taken from the 

soil are deposited in the bole wood which is the source of timber. The 

greater part is in leaves and fine twigs which fall as■litter or remain 

after commercial logging as debris and litteri

The weight .of litter fall in open coniferous forest stands of 

the west is estimated at between 1,000 and 3,000 pounds per acre per 

year (dry weight). Up to 50 years1 accumulation may take place in 

cool, dry areas such as the Rocky Mountains. Considering the entire 

soil profile, Baker (4) estimates that around 200,000 pounds of organic 

matter may have accumulated. Nitrogen composes about one. percent of
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this. 0nly one to two percent of this is available at any one time. 

Ash constituents of the litter on the forest floor are incidental and 

variable.

The nutrients present in a forest ecosystem have arrived by 

various processes. The atmosphere: precipitation, dust, or fixation

by organisms is one source; mineral weathering (cations and phosphorus) 

is another source. Biological inputs are an additional source. Losses 

from the system may occur as dissolved and suspended constituents in 

streams, by removal of materials from the land, and by volatilisation 

to the atmosphere (28).

Nutrient status is affected by land use. Streams draining un

disturbed forest systems contain constituents not taken up by vegeta

tion, either lost by leakage from the inner cycle (nutrients returned 

and reused by vegetation) or released by weathering (28),

Nitrogen loss from undisturbed watersheds.is very small. Losses 

of cations are also small and controlled by the quantity of mobile an

ions which enter the soil solution. Bicarbonate anions formed by hy

drolysis of carbon dioxide released by respiration of organisms, are a 

principal anion source (28).

Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium inputs,in precipitation may 

balance the losses from the system in drainage waters. Anions in pre-



cipitation may accelerate leaching losses; fortunately-, concentrations 

of anions in precipitation are generally small (28)»

In logged ecosystems # trees no longer take up nutrients and the 

non-merchantable parts of trees:increase forest litter- Increased 

temperature and water content of the soil accelerate the activity of 

micro-organisms that break down forest litter. The greatly increased 

respiration activity of the system raises the bicarbonate anion level 

and leaching loss of the system, Nitrogen loss as nitrate may occur 

where mineral nitrogen released by decomposition or organic materials 

is not utilized by plants or micro-organisms (28),

Fredriksen (28) reported a summary of information concerning 

nutrient output from three experimental watersheds in western Oregon, 

Complete clearcutting with burning and an undisturbed condition were 

compared.

Losses of dissolved chemicals were calculated by the product of 

concentration and streamflow, Annual.streamflow from the clearcut 

watershed for the period of study (1966-68) was 1 ,5 times the control 

and was attributed to timber removal. Annual losses.of cations and 

bicarbonate exceeded the previous losses- primarily due to; an increase 

in streamflow (Table III), Maximum increases- occurred during the year 

following burning.
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Table III. Total Annual Dissolved Chemical Loss in Streams 
Draining Clearcut and Control Watersheds (lbs/A).

Logging Only Following Slash Burning

1966 1967 ■ 1968

Chemicals Cleafcut Control Clearcut Control Clearcut Control
NH3-N • 1.34 0.025 0.010 0.000

N O - Nu • 0.23 O .07 0.62 0.025 2.15 0.007

Na 3@.8 18.6 31.7 16.8 ' - — ----

K 4.8 3.0 9.4 2 .8 3.1 1 .6

Ga 94.3 23 .6 72.7 23.9 94.7 21.4

Mg . i4.o 9.0 23.4 6.7 14.3 4.3 ■

PO4-P 0.27 0 .19 0.49 0.13 ”eB-- = "-w

HCO3-C 91.3 25»0 64.0 31.0 39.9 20.7

*Taken from Fredriksen 1970» Forest Land Uses and 
Stream Environment, Pg» 133»
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Nitrate loss from the clearcut watershed at the completion of 

logging was 3*3 times the loss from the control watershed. Loss .'of 

nitrogen was greatly accelerated following slash burning and was nearly 

equal at 2 pounds per acre for both years. Losses from the control, 

stream amounted to 0.05 pounds per acre in I968. Loss of inorganic 

'/phosphorus from the clearcut was. much smaller than nitrogen loss and 

proportional to the streamflow increase .in I966. The loss.after slash 

burning was 3-8 times larger. ' Though the increases were small, the 

potential for impact is. large in streams because of low phosphorus 

content.

Nutrient chemicals also entered the stream attached to mineral 

sediment and as constituents of organic sediment materials * Large in

creases in loss of all chemicals are evident for both years (Table IV). 

A reduced loss in I968 was largely the result of lower sedimentation. 

Suspended sediment loss was l4 times the control in I967 but dropped to 

half that amount in I968. Loss of organic nitrogen on sediment aver

aged 54 percent of the total loss for the two years combined. Potas

sium was 17 percent of the two-year loss.

Results of this study indicate that the loss, of chemical nu

trients from the terrestrial system of the forest into the aquatic 

system of the stream increased following logging and slash burning.

The increased loss was attributed to: l) a reduction in'transpiration
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Table IV. Annual Loss of Chemical Constituents Adsorbed on 
Mineral Sediment plus.that Contained in Suspended 
Organic Material (lbs/A).

Following Slash Burning 

. 1967 1968 *
Chemicals ClearcUt Control Cleafcut Control
Organic N 3 A 0„l4 1.7 0.14
K 1 .1 0.023 0.7 0.022
Ca 2.8 0.2 1.4 0.4
Mg - 1.7 0.027 1 .0 0.027
Mn 1.4 0.02 0.7 0.02

*Taken from Fredriksen 1970? Forest Land Uses and 
Stream Environment, Pg. 13^»'
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and hence an increase in the amount of water passing through the system; 

2) by simultaneously reducing root surfaces able to remove nutrients 

from the leaching waters; 3) adding to the organic substrate available 

for immediate mineralization; and 4) in some instances,, producing a 

microclimate more favorable to rapid mineralization.

The-importance of the loss.es from certain terrestrial systems, 

will. Vary6 Loss.of the principal cations may not be important where 

elements are supplied in large quantities by chemical weathering. An

nual losses,of some nutrients may be balanced by inputs from, precipi

tation, Baker (4) estimates 5 pounds:of nitrogen per acre per year 

enter the system through precipitation, Fredriksen (28) estimates 

nitrogen entering the system via precipitation to be less than 2 pounds 

per acre per year in the Pacific Northwest6 According to a study by 

Fredriksen (29)? nitrogen is the only nutrient in which,input by pre- ' 

cipitation may balance losses, through streamflow, . Potassium and phos

phorus inputs by precipitation have been reported to balance..loss- 

through streamflow in other studies (28),

Stream temperature is dependent upon total heat received (Il)6 

The principal source of heat is" solar energy striking the stream sur

face directly. Conduction, convection, and evaporation have a smaller 

effect on temperature (12),
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Vegetations. topography, stream channel flow characteristics, : 

inflow of surface and ground water, plus area, depth, and velocity of 

the stream influence the amount of heat reaching a stream (Il),

Temperature change produced by a given amount of heat is' inver
sely proportional to the amount of water heated, or the discharge of 
the stream» Magnitude of the temperature change varies directly with 

the surface area exposed to the sun; thus wide, shallow channels heat 

fastest„

Maximum stream temperature in the Northwest can be expected in 

July and August when air .temperature is high, solar radiation is in

tense, streamflow is.low, and water movement.is slowed (4l).

Riparian vegetation plays the greatest role in determining the, 

rate at which solar energy reaches. -small mountain streams (IS)0 Vegeta

tion is accordingly■important in reduction qf extremes in temperature 

fluctuationo

Temperature change induced by a logging operation is mainly the 

result of vegetation removal„ Predicting the temperature change in

duced by timber removal is difficult if only partial stream cover is 

removed„ Predicting t h e .effect of complete shade removal is not so 

difficult o Brown (12) reported the following formula for predicting . 

temperature change following complete vegetation removal;



-do=

A T  = —  H x 0.000267

where ? A  T = temperature change expected by completely
exposing a given amount of stream 

A = stream surface area exposed.in square feet 
H = given heat load in (BTU/ft^/min) stream 

is exposed to
B = discharge in efs . .

the constant 0.000267 allows conversion, of 
ft^ of HgO to pounds so that A T  will be in' °F.

No reports of use of the equation were found.

Examples help to illustrate the effect of timber removal'on water 

temperature. . Brown and Krygier (11) report that exposing 130© feet of 

a stream with, a discharge of. I efs' increased water temperatures by 16°F. 

The large affect is attributed to low flow and large surface area ex= 

posed.'

Brown (12) compared a 'elearcut watershed which had accumulated 

logging debris in the stream to another which had been scoured by a 

flood and was completely exposed. The scoured stream had temperature 

increases from. Y ooIS0F compared .to a maximum increase 'of 4°F for the 

stream, containing logging debris.

Levno and Eothacher (42) compared'complete logging and burning 

with an undisturbed forest. Monthly averages increasing by 1 3 %  l4 %

12°F were recorded for the burned watershed in June9 July, and August, 

respectively .•
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Brown and Kxygier (11) report an increase in annual maximum 

temperature of 28°F following complete'exposure of a stream, in the 

Oregon Coastal Range. Discharge, however, dropped, to 0.01 cfs/in 

late summer.

Brown (12) reported no change when a to 10.0 foot buffer strip was 

excluded from a cle.areutting operation in Oregon.-

Levno and Rothacher (42) reported no evidence of stream.temper

ature change at the mouth of a drainage in the H. J, Andrews Experi

mental Forest when 25 percent of the area had "been, .logged and '-'burned. 

Only limited stretches were exposed to direct sunlight.: Two years 

later, however, a flood scoured the main stream channel to bedrock 

and removed all streamside vegetation. .The following summer, increases. 

up to l6°F were reported.

Brown, Swank, and Rothacher (13) reported increases .of 4°F after 

100 .percent of a drainage was eleareut but streamside vegetation was 

undisturbed. After the entire drainage was burned and approximately 

2,000 feet of stream channel cleared of debris, a"12®F increase was 

recorded.

Levno and Rothaeher (4l) reported that until greater than 55 

percent of a watershed was logged in Oregon, no statistical evidence

Without complete shade removal, less severe changes result.
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of stream temperature change was found. In the study, intermittent 

stretches were exposed to sunlight

The cooling effect of shaded portions of a stream has received 

considerable attention. The literature contains studies indicating no 

cooling effect, and of cooling of up to 8°F in a 700-foot shaded 

stretch (ll,12,4l).

Statements by Levno and Rothacher (42), and by Brown, Swank, and 

Rothacher (13) provide a good review of the above discussion of the 

effects of logging on stream temperature. The temperature regime of a 

stream may be changed when timber harvest removes the shade provided 

by streamside vegetation. Increase's in temperature are related to the 

amount of shade removed and surface area exposed to direct sunlight.- 

The change in temperature is primarily due to energy increases -created 

when the low intensity, diffuse light of.a stream under the forest 

canopy is changed— by canopy removal-r-to direct solar radiation. Re

moving all shade can increase daily water temperature IO0F and more. 

Shaded reaches - downstream can not be relied on to cool heated streams. 

Buffer strips do help control stream temperature fluctuations.

Debris and sediment that are a result of logging activity can 

have a significant effect on the aquatic life of a stream.
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Sediment affects the aquatic population in different ways. In 

suspensions sediment blocks light transmission reducing the depth at 

which photosynthesis can occur. This reduces the amount of algae that 

might eventually be converted to food for fish or other aquatic or

ganisms,.

Sediment in suspension can be heavy enough to kill fish directly 

by damaging their gills. The wide variation in test results make it.im

possible to say what level will kill fish. Size, shape, and hardness . 

all influence the effect of suspended sediment particles on the gills 

of fish. In general, it can be said that suspended sediment concen

trations must exceed 200-300 ppm for many days before any direct mort

ality results (57).

Settled sediment influences,survival of,aquatic organisms in 

several ways, ■ First, it can reduce survival by filling the inter

stice's in the gravel bed, thus reducing the exchange of oxygen-rich 

surface water with oxygen-deficient water within the gravel bed. This 

exchange is necessary to assure sufficient oxygen for insect respir

ation, decomposition of plant and animal material and incubating fish 

eggs. If flow of water through the gravel of a stream is inhibited, 

less removal of metabolites results in concentrations of CCL and am-
i.
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monia, which are toxic to aquatic organisms (49)» Settled sediment 

may also create a physical barrier to emergence of young fish and other 

aquatic organisms.

If sediment contains a high percentage of organic matter, de

creases in the dissolved oxygen content of the water may result.. As 

organic matter breaks down, it has a high biochemical oxygen demand, 

caused by the respiration of bacteria, protozoa, and fungi. A chemical 

oxygen demand is also exerted by soluble substances such as wood sugars, 

as they are leached from the debris (49).

There are examples of sediment disrupting the aquatic balance of 

a stream. Packer (52) reported that sediment deposition on the bottom 

of Taylor Fork of the Gallatin River.had resulted in reduction of in

sect production vital to trout survival in'the stream. ETarver (49) also 

reported sediment disrupting the aquatic balance of a stream in Oregon.

A fine layer of debris and silt had reduced oxygen concentration and 

oxygen interchange in the substrate.

In undisturbed watersheds, however, normal sedimentation is not 

dangerous to aquatic organisms .(l?). Sediment increases that are pro

duced by seasonal storms are usually accompanied by streamflow suffic

ient to limit stream deposition. Graham agreed with the above and 

stated that in streams like those in the Gallatin Canyon angularity of



the gravel is very advantageous in prevention of physical barriers 
being developed and conducive to good oxygen interchange (33).

Flooding and scouring is a problem. Physical destruction of 

the gravel environment and smothering reduce productivity. Continuous 

small additions of sediment to streams when sediment would not normally 

be contributed is also detrimental as velocity and discharge may not 

be great enough to keep the sediment from settling (1 7).

The above discussion gives some idea of the problems associated 

with sediment and aquatic organisms, specifically fish. Cordone and 

KeHey (I?:)' state that consideration of the direct affect of sediment 

on fish may be wasted. They believe that with what is usually known, 

it is nearly impossible to predict whether sediment is directly harm

ful. They state that in most eases, indirect damage to the fish popu

lation through destruction of the food supply, eggs, or alevitis, or 

changes in habitat occur long before adult fish are directly harmed.

Aside from possible sediment problems, logging may affect the 

aquatic flora and fauna of a stream by its effect on chemistry and ' 

temperature of the stream.

Little is known about the importance of additions of. nutrients 

to the aquatic system (60). Productivity may be increased depending 

upon the amounts of available nutrients that can be used to produce
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aquatic vegetation. Increased sunlight to the stream" that results 

from removal, of shade by timber warms the temperature and increases. 

the potential for primary production of aquatic vegetation.

Productivity is an important consideration. Cordone and Kelley 

(17) mention that undeniably most mountain streams are not very fer

tile i, ■ Increased stream temperatures and nutrients could increase 

this.productivity. The benefits (e.g.y larger fish, populations)3 

howeverj were questioned, as it is not known what the total effect of 

an increase in productivity might be».

Fire

In a year, an acre of forest converts, solar energy into, veget

able matter equivalent to 300 gallon's of gasoline (59)» Due to this 

tremendous, and continuous buildup of.fuel, forest managers have intro

duced prescribed burning to eliminate fuels caused by logging and 

natural timber debris.

The severity of.the fire or:total heat created at a particular 

spot has been recognized by researchers as. the key ,to the affect on 

the soil (3,8,20,26). Generally, the more severe the burn the. more 

severe or drastic the .effects,. Severely burned areas' in prescribed 

burns generally encompass 5“ 15 percent- of the total burn; light bum, 

40=50 percent of the area; and unburned, 30-50.percent of the total
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burn (20,24,67)° . Wildfire generally results in a greater percentage 

being severely burned due to the greater accumulation of fuel and 

resultant higher temperature. In the research reviewed, only se

verely burned areas had significant and consistent effects on soil 

properties (3,8,26,35,39)°
Physical and chemical properties are affected by burning. Per

cent organic matter is reduced by burning (6,8,20) more drastically 

in those areas experiencing severe bum. Severe slash fires, in the 

Pacific Northwest have been reported to have reduced organic matter 

content of the surface soil (I-3") up to 60-75 percent (3-24). Af-: 

feets of the reduced surface organic matter are varied. Erosion in

creases, '(8,44), and infiltration has been reported -to increase.in 
some areas (24,6l) while decreasing in others (24). Increased infil

tration is attributed to elimination of heavy intercepting brush and 

litter. Decreased infiltration is reported to be mainly the result 

of soil puddling and resultant surface compaction, following near com

plete litter removal and rainfall (24,39)° Crusting caused by heating 

the soil surface may reduce infiltration.

Tarrant (67) and others (6,35,67) observed marked reduction in 
percolation rates which is believed to be the result of a •reduction in 

macropore volume following a severe burn (24,35,89)° The reduction in 

macropore volume is a result of destruction of the organic, mat, which
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exposes and allows breakdown of the mineral soil surface structure (6, 

35)» Pore clogging by suspended, materials can cause a reduction in 

total .pore volumeDestruction of soil aggregates by fire and alkaline 

ash, and subsequent, washing in and plugging of larger pores creates 

an increase in bulk density (24,6?)i

Moisture, holding capacity of the soil, critical for seedling 

establishment, has been observed to decrease by as much as 6.to 8 times, 

due to reduction, of surface organic, matter (3334)...

Researchers have observed a reduction in the percent of clay- 

size particles following severe burns. It is believed that there is 

a dehydration of the clay particles near temperatures of 4dO°C which 

leads to a progressive fusion resulting in larger particles. (20.,58).

An increase in sand-size particles has accompanied the decrease i n . 

fine particles which seems to verify the hypothesis. (20,5.8). In one 

study, the change in percent fine material was great enough to warrant 

a new textural cla'SS for the soil. (20).

The resultant larger particles formed from fusion are defined 

as "super stable" secondary,particles which do not aggregate as well 

as smaller primary particles (20,$8). This combined with the oxidation 

loss of large amounts of organic matter which is the cementing agent, of 

most forest soils (20,24,39), results in a loss of aggregate size and
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surface stability. Dymess (24) reports ' increasing erodlbility vrith a 

decreasing aggregate size.

Soil surface temperature following burning is affected. The 

black, charred layer remaining results in greater heat, absorbance by 

the soil (39). Loss of shading as a result of burning causes more 

rapid change in temperature and greater extremes (6)i

Any type of overstory remaining after burning will reduce the 

impact of the burn as litter will begin to accumulate at once (16,35).

, Chemical changes' include a definite.increase in pH of the sur

face. soil (3,6,24). Nine hundred. degrees.Fahrenheit was observed by 

Tarrant (67) to be the temperature at which maximum pH change occurred. ■

Increased pH is. a result of elimination of much of the acidic 

organic duff and liberation and resultant availability of bases in the 

ash. Available calcium, magnesium, and potassium, in that order, in

crease substantially following a severe burn (6,39)»

There is disagreement as to the availability of phosphorus..
. Beaton (6) believes the phosphorus is immediately tied up by formation 

of relatively unstable calcium compounds and by the absorption of 

phosphate ions upon charcoal. Nitrification is stimulated due to an 

increase in nitrifying bacteria in the alkaline condition and due to a 
decrease in acidic fungi1 which inhibit nitrification (26), The G/N



ratio is smaller following burning due to a relatively greater reduc

tion. in organic carbon than nitrogen. Available N is increased.

Total amounts of all the elements are reduced (3s39)® It is be

lieved some of this loss is due to absorption upon suspended particles 

in the smoke removed by winds.

Belease of nutrients is very slow in a natural forest system 

(65,39)0 The available nutrients or plant available foods are increased 

tremendously following a fire. Increased availability does mean stimu

lation of growth, which is desirable provided young trees do not develop

extensive crowns and shallow root systems. A deficiency or return to
' ■ .

normal in the nutrient balance in this ease could cause a loss of large 
numbers of seedlings .-

A brief review indicates that relatively small areas of soil 

are severely affected by a prescribed b u m  and that generally only a 

severe b u m  causes consistently adverse effects. Most of the effect 
of burning is observed in the top three inches of the soil. .



BESULTS

Soil Survey and Soils Map
c—C=SMU-" n I I1T I CMCSC=M I I » I JCCilC-I-CC. O M M ekc

The soil survey of the Porcupine drainage resulted- in develop

ment of the soils maps included (Figs„ 5 and 6)» Seventeen different 

mapping units were established. Six of these were previously unidenti

fied in the Gallatin Canyon. A brief description of the six new soil 

mapping units is included in the following paragraphs. Descriptions 

of the other eleven mapping units are available in Soil Interpretations 

of the Gallatin Canyon ($0). The names assigned the new soils are 

tentative» Numbers following the soil names in the following para

graphs correspond to numbers on the included soils map.

Station soils #26 are found in sections 16 and 22, along the 

north side of the ridge (Lemon Ridge) extending diagonally through the 

sections, and extensively in the eastern one-half of section 26. For

ested landscapes broken by mountain parks are typical. The unit is

composed of Teton (described by Olsen, Leeson, and Nielsen, 1971 ($0),
''

and Station soils. The A-horizon is a dark gray to dark brown silty 

clay loam. Subsurface texture may vary from clay to silty clay loam. 

Clay increases with depth and a B2t is present. A light gray sub

surface with increasing yellow color with depth is typical. The pro

file contains few fragments and is nencalcareous to four feet.
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FINE- > 4 0 %  CLAY MEDIUM -  20 -40%  CLAY COARSE- < 2 0 %  CLAY
16 •teflon 6 Leavitt Hanson 2 Alluvial Landa

26 Divide 6 Loberg 13 •leap Mountainous 
(Rocky Phase)

29 Elkhom • Qarlet
24 •leap  Mountainous (StonyPhase)

30 •cerp 16 Leavitt- Loberg
27 Cheedle

31 Outlook 16 Q arlet-Loberg

32 Karter 22 Leavitt

28 Teton
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Porcupine Area

Fig.6 Scale 1:83,333
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS 
and
SOIL TEXTURES*

PINE- > 4 0 %  CLAY
GHEI 26 Station 

EEZ3 26 Divide 

GH3 29 Elkhorn 

H H  30 Scarp 

m n] 31 Outlook 

Lliiill 32 Karter

MEDIUM -  20 -40%  CLAY
Illlllllllll 5 Leavitt Hanson

IHIHiI 6 Loberg

Ili:..:! 8 Garlet

IlllliliIIIlII 16 Leavitt- Loberg

11111 Il 18 Garlet -Loberg

mm] 22 Leavitt

DZD 25 Teton

COARSE- < 2 0 %  CLAY
I ..J 2 Alluvial Lands

EQ 13 Steep Mountainous 
(Rocky Phase)

GOT 24 SteepMountainous (StonyPhase) 

■ H  27 Cheadle

•Texture Baaed on %  Cley



Permeability was observed to be slow, though the profile is well 

drained,. Station was classified as an Argic Cryoboralf»

Divide soils #28. occur at high elevations below the large es

carpment along the watershed south boundary in sections 36 and 25, 

generally in heavy timber. The profile is well drained with per

meability moderate. The profile is typically heavy brown clay con

taining medium to coarse sand. Sand and coarse fragments increase 

with depth. . Fragments constitute from approximately 20 percent in 

the surface to $0 percent in the substratum. The profile is noncal- 

careous. - Depth to bedrock is variable but is between 36 and 47 inches. 

Divide was classified as a Typic Cryochrept.

Elkhorn #29 occurs most extensively in meadows along the trail 

leading to the Elkhom divide. A typical example of the soil occurs 

at the intersection of sections 35» 36» 2, and I. The surface is a 

very dark brown, heavy clay loam underlain by a heavy, massive, gray 

clay in the subsurface. The profile is" nonealcareous to a depth of 

five feet. The soil is well drained with moderate permeability and is 

essentially fragment-free. Elkhora was classified as an Argic Cryo- 
bOFOll.

Scarp soils #30 occur only in sections 35 and 26 of the drain

age associated with severe land instability (evidence of recent mud

slide). The unit is completely forested. A dark reddish-brown, fine
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clay !©am. surface overlies a clay subsoil of varying colors 5 shades 
of red and brown give way to a light gray G2 horizon at approximately 

17 inches» The profile is well drained with slow permeability? essen

tially fragment-free, and ̂ pncalcareous to six feet. Scarp was class! 

fled as an Argie Cryoehfept.

Outlook #31 occurs on the flat topped ridge extending from, the 
SW l/4 of section 24 into the WW l/4 of section 25» The landscape is 

forested, broken only occasionally by meadows. A grayish-brown clay 

loam surface is underlain by a brownish-gray B2t. Fine testure domin

ates the profile with subsoil texture varying from clay to silty clay. 

The profile is well drained with moderately slow permeability, and is 

fragment-free„ The profile is slightly calcareous at two feet. Out

look was classified as an Argic Cryoboroll.

Karter soils #32 occur on the large ridge extending from the 

SW l/4 of section 24 through the SW l/4 of section 3@» The unit is 

typically forested. A dark grayish-brown clay loam surface horizon 

overlies- a clay subsoil. The subsoil is reddish purple at higher el

evations and more brown at lower elevations. Rock fragments may com
prise up to 5@ percent by volume of the profile. The profile is well 

drained with glow permeability and is nonealeareous. Karfcer was ■ 

classified as an Argie Gryoboroll»
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The other eleven mapping units on the soils map of the drainage 

are described by Qlsens Leeson9 and Hielsen (50)» Variations did occur

- Leavitt9 on the south side of.Porcupine Creek in Unit #229 has 

a much deeper Al horizon9 up to ten inches, than Leavitt in Unit #5» 

Most Leavitt on the north side of Porcupine Creek9 west of First Greek9 

has approximately four inches of Al.

Teton soils in the vicinity of sections 25 and 36 develop from 

a sandy bedrock found on Lemon Ridge (sections 16 and 22). In sections 

36 and 25s the bedrock appears to be a sandy conglomerate rather than 

sedimentary.

Lobefg soils mapped in Onion Basin (section 28) are poorly and 

very poorly drained. This is also the case in most of section- 23 that 

is mapped as Loberg.

In section 23, typical Loberg. sell is present near the center 

of the section. However9 as one proceeds south, the Loberg is less 

typical in that relatively fragment “free, pockets of heavy clay are fre

quently encountered. This- is especially true in the area of section 

26 containing Loberg.

. Lab analysis of all soils- in the drainage and profile descrip

tions of the six new soil series are included in the Appendix. Fig. 6 

shows the location of soil pits used in the study.
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Soil Limitations for Roads

Using the U.S.B.A,, SCS Guide for Interpreting Engineering Uses 

of Soils (70), ratings were obtained for soil limitations for roads 

(Table V)«,

K=Factor

K -factors (soil erodibility ratings) were assigned to all Iiorit* 

zons of all soil series in the drainage (Table VI). Wisehmeir's guide 

for predicting K-factors (77) was used in prediction»

Sediment Source Areas ' '

The seven on-site factorss discussed in the Methods Section, 

were evaluated and a rating factor of an area as a sediment source was 
derived. The results of the analysis are included in Table VII—  the 
ratings ©f the drainage in an undistrubed condition (as it was at the 

time of study). Table VIII is the rating ©f■the units after, logging 
activity. • Only those mapping units affected by logging activity were 

re-analyzed.

Included in the tables are sediment yield figures in acre-feet 

per square mile per year. The location of mapping units I through 85 

are shown in Fig. 7»
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Table V, Soil Limitations for Roads

Soil Name Sating Reason for Rating

Divide S-V Slope
M *AASHO
M=V Shallow depth to bedrock, unfavorable 

clay content, 'slippery when wet, slop.
V ^Unified

Elkhom S=V Slope
M M S H O
V High shrink swell, unfavorable clay 

content, slippery when wet

Garlet S-V .Slope
M. AASHO,- unified
V Shallow depth to bedrock

Garlet=Loberg S=V Slope
M AASHO9 unified

Leavitt S-V Slope
M ■ AASHO, unified

Leavitt =Loberg S=V Slope
■ ■ ■ . ■ M AASHO3 unified

Loberg S=V Slppe
M AASHO9 unified

Karter s-v Slope

,M AASHO9 Depth to bedrock
Y Unified9 unfa.vdrable .clay content 9 

high shrink swell, slippery or 
sticky when wet
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Table V (continued)

Soil Name Rating Reason for Rating

Misc Steep Mtns. S AASHOj, unified
S-V Depth to bedrock, slope
S-V Slope

Outlook S-V Slope
M AASHO, depth to bedrock
V Unfavorable clay content, hig^i shrink- 

swell, slippery or sticky when wet.

Scarp S-V Slope
M'"' AASHO
V Unified, unfavorable clay content, 

high shrink-swell, ■ .slippery, or sticky 
when wet

Station S-V Slope
M AASHO
M-V Unfavorable clay content, high shrink- 

swell, slippery or sticky when wet
V- Unified

Teton S-V Slope
M AASHO, unified

Key; S = slight limitation
M = moderate limitation
V = severe limitation

*
AASHO system is used by the American .Association of State 
Highway Officials, Ratings were estimated.
*
Unified system is used by the U*S» Corps of Engineers and the 
UoSo Bureau of ReclamationRatings were estimated.



Table VIo K=Factor Predictions

Station Al 23.5

% Sand 

25.28

&P.M.

4.7

Struct, 
Med.' 
Gran.

Perm,

Slow

*K

0.05

**
Final

0.13

B2t 23,14 l4o0 3.0
S 0A 0 
Bllqro Slow 0.05 0,16

B23t 36.14 13.06 0.34
S ©A©, 
Blky Slow 0.13 0.25

Cl 29.36 27.64 0.15 ' Massive Slow o,i4 0.26

Elkhorn Al 36.44 36.64 5.95
Mod,
Gran, Mod, 0.11 o.i4

B3 14,0 54.72 0.9 Massive Mod. 0.07 0,13

C 23.28 64.72 1.4 Massive Mod. 0.13 0.20

Scarp Al 28,28 24.56 5.1
Fine
Gran Slow o.o4 • 0.13

BI 31.50 17.42 2.8
Fine
Gran, Slow 0.08 0.16

Cl 30.36 10.92 l.l Massive Slow 0.09 0.21

C2 29.6 .10.04 0.81 Massive. Slow 0,08 0 .19



Table VI (continued)

% Silt aIo Sand % O.M.

Outlook Al 41.7& 23.5 5.6

B2t 29.49 13.79 . 1.3

Clca 44 »00 11.14 1 .0 .

C2ca 39.06 6 i0. 0.43

Karter Al 17.56 63.64 5.0

' ■ ' - ' ■.
B21 21.28 33.28 2.0

B22t 21.39 25.89 1 .6

Cl 25.15 37.21 0.43

Leavitt Al 40.00 29.44 5.5

B2 39.28 23.44 2.7

B3 22.00 37.44 0.71

Struct. Perm. *
K **

--Final K
Med. . 
Gran.

Mod.
. Slow 0.11 0-. 17#

S .A, 
.Blky.

Mod*
Slow 0.08 0.17

Med.
Gran.

Mod.
. Slow 0.18 0.24

Strong
Gran.

Mod,
Slow 0.13 0.20

Fine
Gran. Slow 0.05 0.13

S ftA» ■- 
Blky* Slow 0.10 0.22

Wedge Slow 0,06 0.17

Wedge Slow 0.115 0.24

Fine
Crmab

Mod.
Slow 0.13' 0.16

S »A» 
Blky,

Mod.
Slow 0.15 0.24

S , A* 
Blky,

Mod,
Slow 0.11 0.21



Table VI (continued)

Leavitt Cl

Io Silt
22 o QO

I Sand
38,00 1.4

Teton. Al 39.28 14.16 9.0

B21 36.00 . 17.28 5.3

B22 . 29.28 22.16 4.0

C 28,00 22,00 2.4

Garlet I 39.@ 28,0 4,?

Struct 0 
Ang",' 
Blty.

Pera. 
.Mod. 
Slow

*K

0.10

**Final K 

0.20

Fine
Crumb Mod. 0 .09 0.08

Ang. 
Blky, Mod, 0,08 0,l4

Prism to 
BlKy. Mod, 0.06 0.13
Ang.
Blky.. Mod, 0.08 o.i4

Ang, 
Blky,

Mod,
Rapid 0,11 0,14

Ang. 
Blky.

Mod.
Rapid 0.08 .0,12

Ang, 
Blky,

Mod,
. Rapid 0,12 0.15



Table VI (continued)

t  Silt S b h cL i  O.M. Struct. Perm.
-K-
K KK-

. Final. K

Loberg A2 20.0 67.0 0.43
S oA* 
Blky»

Mod,
Slow 0.13 0.23

AB 18 ,0 65.0 p»08
Ang „ 
Blky,

Mod." 
Slow . 0.12 0,22

B2 .12.0. 71 .0 0,15
Ang.' 
Blky=

Mod;
Slow 0.08 0,17

C 18 ,0 55.0 0.15 . Massive
Mod.
Slow 0.10 0,20

K = "first approximation excluding consideration of structure 
and permeability,

. K = final K including structure and permeability.



Table YIIo Evaluation of On=Site Factors and Resultant Rating of Sediment Source Areas 
for Porcupine Drainage in Undisturbed Condition.

Mapping Surface Soils Climate Runoff Topogo Ground Land Upland Channel Factor Sede
Unit No. Cover , Use Erosion Erosion Rating Yield

# 1 ■ ■ 5 I 7 5 18 =8 =10 2 7 27 0*22.
# 2 0 5 7 3 . 10 =3 =10 4 3 19 Qel6:
#  3 0 5 7 3 10 :3 =10 3 3 18 0*15.
# 4 4 4 7 3 10 =8 r10 3 9 22 0,18.
#  5 5 10 7 5 15 -3 =10 3 7 39 0*33'
#  6 5 10 7 5 17 -3 =10' 3 7 4l 0,36
#  7 I 5 7 3 10 “3 =10. 2 3 18 0,15.
#  8 3 4 7 5 10 =3 -10 3 7 26 0*21
#  9 5 I 7 5 18 =8 =10 2 7 25 0,20
#10 5 4 7 3 10 =4 "10 3 7 27 0.22
.#11 0 .5 7 3 10 "3 =10 3 3 18 0.16
#12 5 10 7 5 18 -4 =10 3 7 4l 0*36

. #13 5 3 7 5 15 =5 =10 3 7 30 0,24
#14 5 3 7 5 12 -5' =10 3 7 .27 0.22
#15 3 4 7 5 15 =6 “9 3 4 26 0*21
#16 2 5 7 5 16 =5 -9 3 3 27 0,22
#17 2 5 7 5 13 =3 Tl 3 4 29 0,23
#18 2 5 7 5 11 =5 Tl 4 6 28 0.22.
#19 2 5 7 5 12 =7 -9 3 3 21 0,17



Table VII (continued)
Mapping Surface Soils Climate Runoff Topog
Unit-Nb,

#20 3 .5: 7 5 ; 10 .
#21 3 5 7 5 12

#22 3 5 7 5 17
#23 3 5 7 5 14
#24 3 5 7 5 12
#25 . 3 5 7 5 11.
#26 5 4 '7 5 10
#27 3 5 7 5 13
#28 3 4 7 3 10
#29 5 5. 7 5 20
#30 5 3 7 5 20
#31 2. 5 7 5 16
#32 2 5 7 5 16

#33 . 3 5 7 5 20,
#34 .3 5 7 6 12

#35. 0 5. 7 5 1.3.
#36 3 5' 7 6 10
#37 2 5 7 6 12
#38 0 5 7 3 1 0 .
#39 0 5 7 3 10

Ground Land Upland Channel Factor Sed,
Cpveir- •Use Erosion Erosion Rating Yield

-5 - -7 3 4 25 0,20
-5 . r8 4 . 4. 27. 0.22
I -3 7 7 49 0 .49
-2 =5 5 5 37 0,31
-.3 -8 4 4 29 0,23

r6 -9 3 6 25 0.20

-5 -10 3 7 26 0.21
“4. -6 4 7 34 0.28

-4 -ip 5 7 25 0,20
-0 =■8 3 7 44 o.4o
0 -5 3 5 43 ' Q,39
-2 . -5 4 6 38, O.32

“3 , t5 . 2 7 36 0.30
-3 -8 4 . 7 4o. 0.35
3 5 7 9 57 0.64

-5 -8 2 3 22 0.18

3 5 ’ 7 3 49 0 .49

.5 .5 9 11 62 0.77.
=6 -4 3 6 . 24 0.19:

-5 0 3 6 29 0.23,

~£
g=



Table VII (continued)
Mapping Surface Soils Climate Runoff Topog0 Ground Land Upland Channel Factor Sed<
Unit ,No . Geology Cover Use Erosion Erosion Bating Yield

#40 0 - ■■ 3 7 5 ' S'
: I

-6 ' =3 v 3 6 25 0.20
# 1 2 5 7 5 15 -2 -7 5 7 37 0.31.
#42 0 3 7 5 15 r7 =5 4 7 29 0.23z
# 3 .2 5 7 5 12 =5 -5 3 5 29 0.23v
#44 2 5 7 5 10 -2 "3.; 5 5 34 0,28

#45 2 5 7 5 11 -I -I. 5 4 37 0.31
#46 2 .5 7 3 10 -3 -5 4 3 26 0.21

# 7 2 5 7 5 12 0 ...0 5 6 42 0.37
#48 '0 0 7 3 7 ■7 =5 3 7 15 0.14
#49 3 .7 7 5 18 =3 ■ -8 5 6 40 0.35
#50 5 10 7 5 12 =3 r5 5 6 42 0.37:
#51 3 5 7 5 10 - -5 --7 5 7 30 0.24
#52 0 9 7 3 10 -10 "10 3 5 8 0.11

#53 2 5 7 5 9 r5 "7 3 5 24 0.19

#54 2 5 7 3 9 =5 _-8. 3 7 23 0,181

#55 2 5 7 3 9 =5 -10 3 7 21 0.17
#56 2 5 7 5 8 -3 -7 3 5 25 0.20

#57 5 10 7 5 ll -5 .-7 6 6 38 0.32
#58 5.. 10 7 5 13 r5 -7 5 6 39 0.34
#59 3 5 7 5 12 -5 =7 6 6 32 0.26



Table VII (continued.)
Mapping' Surface Soils Climate Runoff Topog
Unit No, --_ • . - .-r- ’ ‘1 - ̂
• #60 3 5 ' 7 ' 4 9
#6l 3 5 7 5 11
#62 . 4 5 7 4 8
#63 5 3, 7 5 7
#64 7 10 7 7 10
#65 5 4 7 3 5
#66 5 10 7 5 7
#67 5 5 7 4 10
#68 5 5 7 5 10
#69 5 5 7 5 10
#70 5 10 7 5 11
#71 5 10 7 7 9
#72 5 7 7 5 12
#73 5 10 7 5 16
#74 5 10 7 5 14
#75 5 10 7 5 12
#76 5 10 7 5 17
#77 5 5 7 5 15
#78 3 5 7 4 13
#79 5 5 7 4 13

Ground Land,Upland Channel Factor Sed. 
Cover U^e ,Erosion Erosion Rating Yield.

-5 -7
-r. * •

5 5 "-2 6" Oe 21.
r5 -7 5 5 29 0.23
r5' r7 5 5 26 0.21

»5 =7 5 5 25 0.20

.2 _o 17 15 75 1 .2

r5 =9 4 5 19 0.15
=4 »8 7 7 36 0.30

-3 t9 5. 5 29 O.2 3 :
r3 -5 7 7 38 0.32
=5 r5 5 6 33 0.27
-3 -5 5 5 4o 0.35
."2 t5 8 8 47 0.44
:2 ■=•7 6 7 40 0.35
-3 =7 5 5 43 0.39
-2 -7 6 7 45 0.42
“4 ”7 6 7 4l 0,36

-2 r7 6 7 48 0,48
r3 -7 5 5 37 0,31

r5 ■ =7 5 5 30 0.24
-5 =5 6 6 36 0.30

I
5?8



Table VlI (continued)
Mapping Surface Soils Climate Runoff Topogo Ground Land Upland Channel Factor Sedo
Unit CToa Geology Cover Use Erosion Erosion ]Rating Yield

#80 3 5 7 4 12 -5 ' -6 5. 5 30 0.24
#81 ■ 5 5 7 4 . ii -5 -5 ■5 5 32 0.26
#82 5 3 7 7 11 r3 "9 5 5 31 0.25
#83 5 5 7 7 13 rl r3 8 7 48 0.48
#84 5 5 7 5 12 -3 -8 6 .5 34 0.28

#85 . -5 5 7 7 12 9 - O 25 18 88 2.0

Sediment Yield is .in'acre-feet/mi^/year, «
CD0



Table VIII. Evaluation of On=Site Factors and Resultant Rating "of'Sediment" Source 
Areas for Porcupine Drainage After Logging of 15 percent of Drainage.

Mapping Surface Soils Climate Runoff Topog. Ground Land Upland Channel Factor Sed.
Unit No. .Cover Use Erosion Erosion.Rating Yield

# 1 5 I 7 5 18 “6 =8 4. 7 33 0.26?
#26 5 4 7. 5 10 7 2 10 7 57 0.64
#28 3 4 7 3 10 10 _4 12 7 60 0.72
#29 5 5 7 5 20 4 =4 5 7 54 0.58

#49 3 7 7 5 18 5 0 10 6 6l 0.73
#50 . 5 10 7 5 12 2 0 7 6 54 O .58

#57 5 10 7 5 11 5 3 11 6 63 O .78
#58 5 10 7 5 13 3 I 10 6 60 O .72

#65 5 4 7 3 5 5 I 9 5 44 0.40
#66 5 10 7 5 7 6 2 12 7 6l 0.73
#67 5 5 7 4 10 9 3 12 5 60 0.72
#72 5 7 7 5 12 6 I 11 7 61 0.73
#73 5 10 7 5 16 9 5 12 5 74 1.15
#74 5 10 7 5 14 . 10 „_7 .13 7 78 1.35
#75 5 10 7 5 12 2 -I ,8 7 55 0.60
#84 5 5 . 7 5 12 10. 6 13 ■ 5 68 0.95

2
Ac#.f%/mi /yr.
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The results of the analysis are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9» 

Each mapping unit is shaded according t;0 its rating as a sediment source» 

Also included are photographs of sediment source areas Figures; 10-14,

Sediment Yield Predictions

Calculations leading, to predictions of sediment yield for each 

mapping unit are shown in Table X.. Included are. predictions for the 

undisturbed drainage and for yields if 15 percent of the drainage were 

logged.

From the calculations it was predicted that a total of 14,545 

tons of sediment per year, would be moved in the drainage in its pres

ent condition, At this rate it would take 2,342 years to move an acre- 

foot of soil per acre.of the drainage, Gf this, an estimated 32 per

cent, (4,655 tons per year), would leave the watershed via Porcupine 

Greek as sediment load, At this rate it would take 7,315 years to 

lose an acre-foot per acre of the drainage, This amounts to an aver

age of 12,75 tons per day leaving the watershed.

The above predictions may seem small but the following calcul

ations suggest that they are reasonable. Using 1969 discharge and sus

pended sediment figures for Porcupine Creek, an approximation of actual 

sediment leaving the drainage via Porcupine Creek was made. Monthly



mean suspended sediment (PFM) x Monthly Mean Discharge (CFS) x 0.0027 = 

Tons/Day was used in calculation. Table DE shows the results.
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Table IX. Tons of Sediment Leaving Porcupine Creek Per Month

Month Mean
Dischg
(CFS)

Monthly 
Mean Sed. 

(PPM)

Tons/Day Tons/Month

Apr 25 82 6 180
May 143 250 97 3000
June 92.6 250 63 1900

July 48.1 ll4 17 527
Aug 12.6 56 2 62

Sept 10 .2 25 I 30
Oet-Mar 9 .0 22 I 185

Total 5783

The calculations in Table IX do not consider the sediment that 

would be moved as bed lead. However, Leon Legan (^3)» Gallatin Nation

al Forest Hydrologist, estimated that suspended load would account for 

between 75 and 95 percent of the total sediment leaving Porcupine drain

age via Porcupine Greek. Therefore, the 5»783- tons of sediment per 

year calculated to be entering the Gallatin River from Porcupine Greek 

has good credibility. Gallatin River discharge was 127 percent ofI
average in 19691 this would indicate that sediment yields for creeks 

in the Gallatin Canyon would be higher than average for 1969» It
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Fig. 7 Scale 1:83,333
MAPPING UNIT NUMBERS AND LOCATIONS

CORRESPONDING TO SEDIMENT SOURCE AREAS
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Fig.8 Scale 1:83,333
RATINGS OF SEDIMENT SOURCE AREAS

1. UNDISTURBED

FACTOR RATING SED. YIELD AC.FT./MI.2/YR.

■  >56 >.61

■  41-55 .36.60

26-40 .21-.35

<25 <.20□
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Fig.9 Scale 1:83,333
RATINGS OF SEDIMENT SOURCE AREAS

2. FOLLOWING LOGGING ACTIVITY

FACTOR RATING SED. YIELD AC.FT./MI?/YR

>56 >.61

41-55

88

■a 26-40 .21-35

□ <25 <.20
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F

Fig. 10. View of an Area With a Sediment Yield Factor Rating Less 
Than 25. Nearly Complete Ground Cover, Slope Less Than 
5 Percent. Picture Shows Mapping Unit #52.
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Fig. 11. View of a Landscape With a Sediment Yield Factor Rating 
Between 26 and 40. Less Complete Ground Cover and 
Heavier Use Than Fig. 10. Picture Shows Mapping Unit 
#6?.
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Fig. 12. View of an Area With a Sediment Yield Factor Rating 
Between Ul and 55. Less Complete Ground Cover Than 
Figures 10 and 11. More Slope and More Runoff. 
Picture Shows Mapping Unit #71.
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Fig. 13. View of an Area With a Sediment Yield Factor Rating 
Greater Than 56. The Slide was Active When Picture 
Was Taken. Picture Shows Mapping Unit #85.
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Fig. 14. View of a Landscape With a Sediment Yield Factor Rating 
Greater Than 56. Denuded Elk Range. Picture Shows 
Mapping Unit #37.



appears, in view of the above discussion, that the 4,655 tons of sedi

ment predicted by the SGS method (7 3) to enter the Gallatin River 

yearly via Porcupine Greek is a fairly good prediction.

Some assumptions were made in developing Table DC. Monthly mean 

sediment (PPM) data weo?e not available, daily sediment data were avail

able. Sediment - (PPM) data for the day that daily discharge was closest 

to the monthly mean was used as the monthly sediment mean.

Following logging, an estimated 21,380 tons of sediment per year 

would be moved in the drainage. At that rate it would take 1,590 years 

to remove an acre-foot of soil from an acre. Consideration of the fact 

that only 32 percent of this will actually be lost shows that it would 

take 4,950 years to lose an acre-foot of soil per acre. Calculations 

appear in Table X.
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A completed slope map of the Porcupine drainage is included as 

Fig. 15» Slopes greater than 30 percent were grouped. Bob Cron of the 

Gallatin National Forest indicated that this was legitimate, as logging 

and reading are severely limited by slopes in excess of 3© percent with 

methods currently used in the Gallatin National Forest (18). The slope 

map was used to determine sediment source areas and limitations for

z

roads



Table X 0 Sediment Yield Predictions and Calculations' for the Undisturbed Drain
age and Following Logging Activity on 15 percent of the Drainage.

Undisturbed After Logging
Unit
No.

.Unit
Area
Mi2

Sed.'' Yield 
Ac-Ft/ 
Mi2ZYr

Total
Ac-Ft/Yr

Tons Bed. Yield Tons 
Ac-M:/
MidZYr

%
Increase

$ o f .
Unit
Logged

I 8.1103 0.22 1.7843 3568.6 0.26 4298.4 120,45 20
2 0.0638 0,16 ' 0.0105 21 ,0

3 0.6331 0,15 0.0981 196.2

4 2.0030 0.18 0,3654 730.8
5 0.1224 0,33:: 0,0410 . 82.0
6 0.2873 0.3^ 0,1034. 206,8

7 O.2I55 0,15/ 0.0334 66,8

8 O.6O9I 0,21 0.1279 255,8

9 0.2554 0,20 0.0511 102,2

10 0.0479 . 0,22 0.0105 21 .0

11 0.1117 0.16 0.0179 35 ..8
12 0.1490 0.36 0.0536 107,2

13 0.1702 0.24 . P»o408 81.6
14 0.1Q11 0.22 ■ -0.0222 44.4
15 0.1782 0.21 6.0374 74.8
16 0.0106 ' 0,22 0.0023 4.6
17 0.0186 0,23. O .0043 8.6
18 0.0851 0.225 ' 0.0191 39.2
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Table X (continued)

Undisturbed
Unit Unit Sed,-Yield Total Tons
No.. Area

.Mi2 '
Ac=Ft/
Mi2ZYr

Ac-Ft/Yr

19 O.OO53 0,1 7 ' 0.0009 1 .8
20 0.0559 0.20 0.0112 22.4
21 . 0.0825. 0,22 0.0182 36.4
.22 0.0213 0,49 0,0104 2 0 .8

23 0.3059 0,31 0.0948 189.6
2.4 0.0213 0,23 0.0949 9.8
25, 0.0080 0,20 0,0016 3.2
26 0.1835 • 0.21 0.00385 77.0
27 0.5187 0.28 0.1452 290,4
28 1.072 0,20 0.2144 428.8
29 0.4761 o.4o 0.1904 380.8
30 0,1968 0 .39 0.768 153,6
3 1 . 0.0106 0.3 2, 0.0034 6.8
32 0.125 0.30 O .0375 75.0
33 0.0160 0,35 0,0056 11,2
34 0.1064 0.64 0,0681 136,2
35 0.0638 0,18 0.0115 23,0
36 0.0559 0.49 0,0274 54,8

After Logging
Sed.-Yield 

Ac-Ft/ 
Mi?/Ir.

Tons Io
Increase

$ of 
Unit 
Logged

0.64 234.8

1543,6

304.9 60

70

359,9 ■20
552.2 145.0

0.72 .

O .58
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Table X (continued)

Undisturbed
Unit
Wo.

Unit 
Area 
Mi2 ■

Bed, Yield 
Ac-Ft/ 
MicVYr

Total
Ac-Ft/Yr

Tons

37 1.0667 0.77 0.8214 1642.8
38 000133 0.19: 0.0026 5.2
.39 O.O825 0.23:' 0.0194 38.8
> 0 0.0106 0.20 0.0021 4.2
.41 .0.0452 0.31 0.0014 28 .0

42 O.O399 0.23^ 0.0094 18;8

43 0l0l60 0.23V O.OO38 7.6
44 0.0106 0.28 0.0030 6 ,0

45 0.1463 0,31 0.0454 90.8

46 0.0505 0.21 0.0106 21.2

47 q .0133 0.37 0.0049 9.8
48 0.1144 o,i4 . 0.0016 32.0

49 0.1569 0.35 0.0549 109.8
50 I .0986 0.37-:' 0.412 824.0
.51 0.5293 0.24' 0.1270 254.0
52 0.1011 0.11 0.0111 22.2
53 0.3644 0 .19 0.0692 138.4
54 0.0080 0.18: 0.0015 3.0

After .Logging
Bed.' Yield Tons # $  of

Ac-Ft/" Increase Unit
Mi /Yr ____ -■ , Logged

0.73 , 229.0 208.6 ko

0.58 1274.4 ' 154.6 15

-E
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Table X (continued)

Undisturbed
Unit Unit Sed, Yield Total Tons
No,

« £
Ac-Ft/
Mi2ZYr

Ac-Ft/Yr

55. 0.0399 0 .1?; 0,0070 14,0
56 O.I33O 0.20 0.0266 53.2
57 0,7767 0,32 0.2485 497.0
58 0.3298 0,34 0.1121 224,2
59 0.1330 0,26 0.0346 69.2

60 0.0239 0.21 0.0050 10 ,0

61 0.0133 Q.23.: 0.0031 6 .2

62 0.0426 0,21 O.OO89 17.8

63 0.0080 0,20 0,0016 3.2
64 0.2181 1,2  , •• 0.2671 523.4
65 .0.1516 0 ,1 5" 0,0235 47.0
66 0,0692 0,30 0.0208 41.6
67 0,7767 0.23 0,1825 365.0
68 0,0160 0.32 0.0051 10,2

69 0.0133 0.27 0,0036 7.2
70 0.0080 0.35 0,0028 5.6
71 0.2153 0.44 0.0946■ 1,89.2

72 0.1995 0,35 ' 0.0698 139.6

After Logging
Seda-Yield Tons $

Ac-Ft/ Increase
J W i 2 Z Y r  __________  ■

% of 
Unit 
Logged

0.78 1211,6 243,8 50

0,72 475.0 211,9 4o

O
f

0,40 121.2 257.8 50
0.73 101.0 242,7 50
O .72 1118.4 306.4 60

0.73 291.2 208.6 4o



Table X (continued)
Undisturbed

Unit ' 
No,

Unit
Area
Mi2

Sed. Yield 
Ac-Ft/ 
Mi2/Yr

Total
Ac-Ft/Yr

Tons

73 0.9842 0.39 O .3838 767.6
74 0.2713 0.42 0.1141 228.2

7-5 0.2873 0.36 0.1034 206.8
76 0.0160 0.48 0.0020 15.4
77 O.O372 0.31 0.0115 23 .0
78 0.1011 0.24 0.0243 48.6
79- , 0.0479 0.30 0,0144 28 .8
86 0.0479 0.24 0.0115 23 .0

8l 0.0027 0.26 0.0007 1.4
82 0.0692 0.25 0.0173 34.6
83 0.0346 0,48 0.0166 33.2
84 0.0399 0.28 0,0172 22.4
85 0 .0 1 6 0. 2.0 0.0320 64.0

After Logging

Sed.-Yield 
Ac-Ft/

. Mi2ZYr

Tons

1.15 2263.6
1.35 732.6
0.60 344.8

Io
Increase

Io of
Unit
Logged

294.8 60

321.0 70
166.7 30

Oo 95 75 .8 338.3 70

-Q
OI
-
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Fig. 15 Slope
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Stream Discharge and Suspended Sediment of Porcupine Creek as a Percent 

of the Gallatin River

Discharge of Porcupine Creek as a percent of the Gallatin River 

for 1969 is shown .in Table XI. Porcupine figures are from a U.S.F.S 

gauge approximately one mile upstream from its confluence with the 

Gallatin River. Figures for the Gallatin River were obtained from the 

U.S.G.S. (75) and are for a gauging station 0.03 miles downstream from 

the confluence of Spanish Creek and the Gallatin River.

Table XI. Discharge of Porcupine Creek as a Percent of the 
Gallatin River.

Month Gallatin Porcupine % of Gallatin
May 179,900 8,793 4 .88

June 166,700 5,511 3 .30
July 97,160 2 ,960 3 0 @4
August 45,619 776 1 .7 0

Sept 33,040 611 1 .8 0

Figures are in acre-feet, for the year 1969»

Annual water discharge of the Gallatin River in I969 was 730»®?® 

acre-feet. Porcupine Creek discharge for 1969 was 22,099 acre-feet. 
Based on these figures. Porcupine Creek contributed 3-02 percent to the 
total discharge of the Gallatin River in I969. Prior to 1969s the
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average annual discharge for a 44-year period had been 573,15® acre- 

feet; 1969 was 127 percent of this average.

Contribution of Porcupine Creek to the total sediment load of 

the Gallatin River is shown in Table XII.

Table XII. Percent of the Gallatin River Sediment Load Contributed by 
Porcupine Creek (1968).

- GALLATIN PORCUPINE
Month

&
Day

CFS PPM Tons/
Day

CFS PPM Tons/
Day

Ia Of
Gallatin

May 14 1,620 108 472.4 79» 0 83 17.7 3.7
22 2,000 46 248.4 97.6 42.7 17,2
27 1,670 4l 184.9 81.5 27 5»9 3.2

Jun 21 5,580 186 2802.3 184.0 665 330.4 11.7
26 4,000 169 1825.2 132,0 ±3 4 . 47.8 2.6 .

July 3 2,650 80 572.4 80.6 364 79,17 13.8

Predicting Total Sediment Load From Discharge

Attempts to predict the total sediment load (tons) from, stream . 

discharge of a diream: were unsuccessful. Incomplete weather data such 

as storm intensity, time of storm (month and day), and incomplete 

sediment and discharge data are some of the major reasons that the 

attempt was unsuccessful.



DISCUSSION AMD COMCLUSIOMS

The first objective of this study was to map the soils of Por

cupine Creek and relate this resource to possible environmental prob

lems (specifically sediment production and those problems associated 

with logging operations)e

In assessing the soils of Porcupine, probably the most signifi

cant factor is the high percentage of clay in the soils of much of the 

drainage= This high clay content is one reason that between 25 and 30 

percent of the drainage is either presently or has previously experi

enced mass wasting of some type.

Soil erodibility ratings for the drainage yielded some surprises 

K-factors were not as high as would be expected for fine-textured soils 

The low values are attributed to the fact that percent silt and very 

fine sand is small. Silt and very fine sand are much more critical 

to high erodibility than clay.

Sediment yield of the drainage, in an undisturbed condition, is 

apparently related to the fairly non-erodible soils of most of the 

drainage. The predicted 12,75 tons on an average day leaving the drain 

age is significant but not high. This is less sediment loss than the 

1-5 tons per acre per year considered allowable by the SCS and others 

(5 ) on agricultural lands, Streambank erosion and mass wasting appear
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to contribute the largest percentage of sediment to Porcupine Creek, 

This author estimates that more than half of the sediment leaving 

Porcupine Greek is from streambank erosion.

Porcupine drainage contributed 3»2 percent of the water that 

flowed out of the Gallatin Canyon at Spanish Greek in 1969» ■ Sediment 

contributed by Porcupine Creek ranged from 2,6 to nearly 18 percent of 

the total daily sediment load of the Gallatin River. The author would 

predict the average to be well below 10 percent. More exact prediction 

is not possible with the present information.

The sediment yields of the drainage would increase if logging 

and roading operations typical of much of the Gallatin were allowed. 

Steep terrain, reduction of ground cover, increased ground water and 

runoff, plus a naturally unstable landscape are conditions that are 

conducive to catastrophic sediment yield increase.

In the following discussion of logging and roading impacts, 

certain assumptions and limitations must be recognized. It was assumed 

that logging and roading of the watershed would be closely regulated 

and supervised. If regulations were not enforced, severe problems 

would be expected.

In predicting changes in sediment yields, nutrient levels of the 

streams, stream temperatures, and stream flow, no attempt was made to
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assess the impacts of these changes on the environment ©f the area.

The literature consistently emits the same predictions local conditions 

made the prediction nearly impossible.

The impact of logging on such things as the wildlife (elk3 

specifically) <, or the economic feasibility of logging under strict reg

ulation were not considered in this study. Though not included* it is 

essential to consider such factors if development of the drainage is 

proposed.

Extreme increases in sediment yield are not predicted if less 

than 15 percent of the drainage is disturbed by logging and reading 

activity at any one time. • This conclusion assumes proper road construc

tion (drainage* buffer - strips* avoidance of unstable areas), and that 

timber harvest, is subject to Forest Service regulations. Using the SCS 

guide described in the Methods section* it is predicted that the sedi-
i/

ment yield of the drainage will increase by 4? percent if 15 percent of 

the drainage is logged. This sediment loss is still less than the 1=5 

tons per acre per year .sediment loss considered allowable by the SCS 

and others (5)«. It is also less than the 33® percent increase reported 

in the Literature Review for a clearcut watershed in Oregon (27). It 

is predicted that greater than 6© percent of the increased sediment 

yield will be the result of road construction. Areas of steep slope 

(greater than 3© percent)* and high shrink-swell potential (4© percent
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clay content) will be areas of greatest increase in sediment yield. A
(/

few small landslide areas will contribute the greatest share of the in

creased sediment.

Slash burning has the potential to affect sediment yield. If / 

the burning is properly regulated and only a small percentage of each 

burn (IOf0) is allowed to burn intensely enough to cause severe burn9 

the burning should not induce large yield increases. This,assumes that 

only 15 percent of the area is logged. Soil nutrient levels will be 

affected by burning! the effect will, again be of a small magnitude 

with proper management and regulation. Nutrient availability and leach

ing losses may be increased initially but should decline sharply with 

revegetation following slash burning.

Runoff as a result of timber-removal will increase. However, 

under proper management this should not induce catastrophic results.

The research reviewed indicates that in areas such as Porcupine, man

aged on a sustained yield basis, increases of greater than one inch 

(one inch depth over the entire area of the drainage) in annual stream 

flow should notj be expected. This should'not increase sediment yield 

greatly. The greatest streamflow - increases would be expected in late 

sumner. This may be advantageous, as fisheries biologists indicate 

that low, late summer flows may be the limiting factor to fish produc

tion in some mountain streams.. It is not known if this is the situ- 

tion in Porcupine.
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The second objective of this study, to assess the environmental 

impact of logging operations upon a semi-primitive environment, was 

not possible without consideration of more than the effects of logging 

operations on sediment yield.

Timber removal would have little effect on the total nutrient
V

reserves of Porcupine drainage. Some loss of nutrients would occur as 

a result of increased surface and ground water runoff, both as dissolved 

forms, and adsorbed on sediment.

If a large percentage of the drainage is elearcut and streamside 

vegetation is destroyed, monthly summer stream temperatures' could aver- / 

age as much as IO-I^0F higher than in the undisturbed condition. If 

not more than 15 percent of the drainage is disturbed and a streamside 
buffer is left, increases of greater than 3”^0F in daily summer averages 

are not predicted. The increases would probably be much less than 

this.

Aquatic life could be affected by logging activity due to in
creases in nutrients and sediment entering the stream and by higher 

stream temperatures. However, with the small percentage of the drain

age that logging operations would be allowed to disturb, the effect on 

aquatic life should be negligible.
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Land instability and resultant landslides appear to be by far the 

greatest hazard of logging and road construction. If storms of unusu

ally high intensity and long duration are experienced, mass failure 

(landslides, slumping) as a result of logging activity would be 

accelerated. Sediment yields much greater than the predicted 47 percent 

increase would result. Scouring as a result of such storms would cre

ate additional problems,

Conclusions, briefly stated, are as follows: logging disturb

ance of 15 percent of the Porcupine drainage under strict supervision 

will cause small increases in sediment load, stream discharge, and 

stream temperature, Small changes in soil and stream fertility and 

aquatic life are also predicted. It is not known, however, what im

pact these changes will have on the environment.
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Table A-I, Laboratory Analysis of the Soils of Porcupine Drainage

Ppm me/lOOg
Soil
Name

pH P K mrnhos
Salt

Io
O 0M.

Ca Mg ":Na Sand Silt Clay Textural
Class

Al
Leavitt 6.4 66 745 0.4 5.5 14.4 3.12 0.98 29,44 40.00 30.56

Clay
Loam

B2
Leavitt 6 .1 25 350 0.3 2.7 16 .0 4.10 0.70 23.44 39.28 37.28

Clay
Loam

B3
Leavitt 6 .6 20 210 0 .6 0.71 20 .8 5.33 0.70 37,44. 22,00 40.56 Clay

Cl
Leavitt 8 .0 15 155 0.5 1.4 35.9 2.95 0.74 38.00 22.00 40.00 Clay

A2
Loberg 5.9 48 65-2 0.2 0.43 2 .0 0.49 0.54 67.00 20.00 13.00

Sandy
toam

AB
Loberg 6 .2 43 75. 0 0 .1 0.08 5.6 1.23 0,59 65.OO 18.00 17,00

Sandy
Loam

B2
Loberg 6^8 45, 95.0 0.2 0.15 6,8 1.56 0 .59 71.00 12.00 17*00

Sandy
Loam

C
Loberg 6.7 37 125 0.2 0.15 9.08 2,3 O .59 55.00 18.00 27.00

Sandy
Loam

Garlet 6 .2 66 155 0.3 4.7 11.0 1.56 0.54 28,00 39.00 33.00 Clay Loam
Garlet 6.9 40 235 0.7 2.5 23.4 4.26 0.59 19.OO 30.00 51,00 Clay
Garlet 7.9 37 145 0 .6 2 .6 34.2 1.97 0.80 23.00 36.00 4i,oo Clay

Al
Teton 6 .6 54 100 0.7 9.0 90.0 14.68 .1 .1 1 14.16 39.28 46.56 Clay

-9T
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Table A-I (continued)
Ppm

Soil
Name

PH P K

B21
Teton

B22
6.7 20 355

Teton
C

6.7 15 270

Teton 7.8 48 330

'V'
■■

Station
B2t

6.3 28 i4©o

Station
B23t

6.8 .28 840

Station
Cl

7.8 4o 850

Station

.Al

8.0 37 84o

Elkborn
B3

5.2 25 255

,.Blkhorn
C

. 5.8 go: 125

Elkhom .7.7 31 150

me/lOOg
Trim hog
Salt .

Io
Q.M.

Ca Mg

0.4 5.3 19.2 5.33

0.4 4 .0 19,6 5.99

1.3 2 .4  . 38.0 3.69

0.5 4 .7 18.0 5.49

0,6 3.0 25,6 8.12

2 ,1 0.34 20.8 7.30

2.6 0.15 18.00 6.72

1 .7 5.95 16.80 7.63

0.2 0^9 10.80 7 .79

2 .7 1.4 14.0 10.58

Na Sand Bilt Clay Textural
Class

0.74 17.28 36.00 46.72 Clay

0.70 22.16 29.28 48,56 Clay

0,77 22.00 28.00 50.00 -Clay _

1.04 25.28 23,50 51.22 Clay

2.35 14.0 23.14 62.86 Clay

4.79 13.06 36.14 5Q.80 Clay

5.66 27.64 29.36 43.00 Clay

0.6l 26.92 36.44 36.64
Clay
Loam

0.62 31.28 i M 54.72 Clay

0.78 12.0. 23.28 64.72 Clay



Table A-I (continued)
Ppm me/lOOg

Soil pH P K Tnrnhos % Ca Mg Na Sand Silt Clay Textural
Name Salt :0.;M-. Class:

Al
Scarp 7.0 25 435 0.7 5.1 16.8 6.07 0.44 24.56 28.28 47.16 Clay

BI
Scarp 7.7 28 245 0.7 2.8 23.2 5.82 0.61 17.42 31,50 51.08 Clay
. Cl 

Scarp 8.1 23 125 0.6 l.l 34.4 7.63 0.52 10.92 30.36 58,72 Clay
,62 • 

Scarp 8.3 23 235 0 .9 0 .81 38.5 21.23 0.61 10.04 29.6 60.36 Clay

Al".
Outlook 6.^ 79. . 565 1.0 5.6 18,0 4.51 0.52 2 ^ 5 4l,%8 34,72

Clay
Loam

B2t
Outlook 6.r 92.5 320 0.2 1.3" 23.2 7.63 0.52 13.79 29,49 56.72 Clay
ClCa. 

Outlook 6.8 73 185 P.2 IbO 21.6 6.97 0.52 11.14 44,0 44.86
Silty
Clay

C2Ca
Outlook 8.2 28 150 0 .6 0.43 124 6.72 0.52 6.0 39.00 54,94 Clay

R
Outlook 8.1 23 175 0.7 0.25 39,0 .10.33 0.52 7.79 49.85 42.36

Silty
Clay

Al
Karter 6.2 37 475 1.2 '5 .0 24.0 11.32 O .87 63,64 17.56 18.80

Sandy
Loam
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Table A-I (continued)
S e

Soil
Naiae

PH P ' K mmhos
' Salt, .■ -

. Io 
Q 0H e

B n t
Karter 6.8 31 190 0.4 2 .0

B22t
Karter 7.3 54 150 0 ,7 1.6

Cl
Karter 8.3 45 175 I ffO 0.43

me/lOOg
Ca Mg' Na Sand Silt Clay Textural 

Class

30 0 6 16.56 1.74 33.28 31.28 45,44 Cla-y

36.4 13.53 0.96 25.90 21.39 52.72 Clay

28.2 11.90 2.61 37.21 25.15 37-64
Clay
Loam
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Table A-II .  SEDIMENT YIELD FACTOR RATING
SURFACE GEOLOGY SOILS

(a) (b)
CLIM ATE RUNOFF

(c) (d)
TOPOGRAPHY

(<*)
(10)

a. Marine shales and re
lated mudstones and 
s ilts tones

(10)
a. F ine textured; eas i

ly  dispersed; saline- 
a lka line; hip.h shrink- 
swell characteris tics

b. S in iilc  grain s i l ls  and 
fine  sands

(10)
a. Storms of several

days' duration w ith 
short periods of in 
tense ra in fa ll

b. Prcquont in tense con
vective storms

c. Freeze-thaw occur-

(KU
a. H igh peak flow s per 

unit area
b. Laige volume of flow  

per unit area

(2C)
n. Steen uni and slopes 

(in  excess of 30<v) 
b. H. -n re lie f, l i t t le  or 

no floodpla in devel
opment

(5)
a. Rocks of medium

hardness
b. Moderately weathered
c. Moderately fractured

(S)
a. Medium textured so il
b. Occasional rock frag-

c. Caliche layers

(5)
a. Storms of moderate 

duration and in ten s ity
b. Infrequent convective 

storms

(5)
a. Moderate peak flows 

per unit area
b. Moderate volume of 

flow  per unit area

(10)
a. Moderate upland 

slopes (less than 207c)
b. Moderate fan or flood

p la in  development

(0)
a. Massive, hard forma-

(0)
a. High percentage of 

rock fragments
b. Aggregated clays
c. High in  organic matter

(0)
a. Humid clim ate w ith 

ra in fa ll of low in ten 
s ity

b. P rec ip ita tion  in form 
of snow

c. Arid clim ate, low  in- 
. tens ity  storms

d. Arid clim ate; rare 
convective storms

(0)
a. Low peak flows per 

un it area
b. Low volume o f runoff 

per unit area
c. Rare runoff events

(0)
a. Gentle upland slopes 

(less than 57c)
b. Fx 'ens ive  a llu v ia l

f Jmuc to /o S 7 / Z

GROUND COVER LAND USE UPLAND EROSION CH AN NEL EROSION AND 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

(f) (E) (h) ( i)
(10)

Ground cover does not ex
ceed 20%
a. Vegeta tion sparse; l i t t le  

or no li t te r
b. No rock in surface so il

(10)

a. More than 507c cultivated
b. Almost a ll o f area in ten

s ive ly  grazed
c. A ll of area recently 

burned

(25)

a. More than 507« o f the 
area characterized by r i l l  
and gu lly  or landslide 
erosion

(25)

a. Eroding banks continu
ously or at frequent in
te rva ls  w ith  large depths 
and long flow  duration

b. A c tive  headcuts and de
gradation in tributary 
channels

(0)

Cover not exceeding 407»
a. Noticeable l i t te r
b. I f  trees present under

story not w e ll developed

(0)

a. Less than 257c cultivated
b. 507o or less recently 

logged
c. Less than 507« in tensive

ly  grazed
d. Ordinary road and other 

construction

(10)

a. About 257« of the area 
characterized by r i l l  and 
gu lly  or landslide  erosion

b. Wind erosion w ith  depo
s it io n  in stream channels

(10)

a. Moderate flow  depths, 
medium flow  duration 
w ith  occasiona lly  eroding 
banks or bed

(-1 0 )
a. Area completely protect

ed by vegetation, rock 
fragments, l i t te r

b. L i t t lv  opportunity for 
ra in fa ll to reach credible 
mote .ia l

( -1 0 )
a. No cu ltiva tion
b. No recent logging
c. Low in tens ity  grazing

(0)
a. No apparent signs of 

erosion

(0)
a. Wide shallow channels 

w ith  f la t gradients and 
short flow  duration

b. Channels in massive
rock, large boulders, or 
w e ll vegetated

c. A r t if ic ia lly  controlled
channels

Factor
value /o /o 2 j r 6

Subtotal (n) -  (c) Suhtotnl ( h ) - ( i ) 3 C». /«-.n "it /•/'
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III-A Computerized Soil Profile Descriptions for 
Porcupine Drainage Areas
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SClu Lt-N I ES I ELKHCRK

SLPVtr SAyPLu NO* 
LCCaT TCn : 
CLASSIFICATION:

S I T E  N L r H E N !  * ' ♦  
SLOPE! MX
Pn ECIP I T A TICN: 
PEPrtAfiILI ft: 
PHYSiCkNAPNY: 
VEGETATION:
parent material:

A I

c I

C c

t y p ic c r y o b u r c l l s j not u s e d ,
COUNTY*. GALlATIN
c l a s s : 
kg Cr
MODERATE
rOLNTAlNS,STEEP * 
GRASSES AND ECRfiS
r e s i d u a l m a t e r i a l 
s h a l e

El e v a t i o n : ?37? METERS 
KINO: Pl ANE
CONTROL VFCTICn IIrJTS -• 
DRAINAGE c l a s s : WELL DRAINED 

ILlS CR PLATEAUS

* LCCAL COLLUVIUM OR SCI IfLLCT ATE

MONTH SArPl.EC: SEPTErfiFR 
ASPECT! wEST
LPPER: or l o w e r :

STCNINESS: CLASS I

CM

C -  PO Cm * ( C - b INCHES I

VfNY Dark BROW*. MCYR 2/21 EXTERIOR CE MCIST E-ECS DARK GRAy ISh BNCwN
IlOTR 4/21 EXTERIOR CE DRY PFDS ,** LCAM MODERATE FINE
GRANULAR STRUCTURE *** SLIGHTLY HARO .*. VtRY ERlAfilE 
NCNSTICKY ... SLIGHTLY PLASTIC *** MANY VERY FINE RCCTS
THROUGHOUT h q RIZON r*¥ FE^ FINE. RCCTS THROUGt-OUT HCRIZCN ** 
NUNCALCAREUUS (HCl I *** CLEAR IRNEGLL AR RCLNCAKY ***

20 - 46 CM* I R - IK INCHES)

D A R K  C R A Y  ( ? * 5 y r  4/C) ExTtRIOR CE "CIST PECS »** "ANY FINE PROMINENT 
m u TIlES W H I C H  are S l R C N C  BNGwn I7 * * Y f i  E/6) ExTEfiICR CE MCIST PELS ,,,
C L A Y  *»<•- v A J - S  IVF STRUCTURE ♦»» VERY HARD *.* FIRM ... SLIGHTLY STICKY ...
s l i g h t l y p l a s t i c c o m m o n very EiNF r o o t s t p r c l g -̂clt hcrizcn ***
C O M M O N  V E R Y  EINf I R R E C L L A f i  AND TLHLl AR PORES ,,, NCNCALCAHECLS (HCL) *** G R A D U A L  W A V Y  P O U N D A H Y

46 - ir>? Cy • I 18 - 60 INCHES)

GRAY (2.5YH K/G) ^CIST * + * CL AY MAgSIvE STRUCTURE *
VERY HARD ... F IR- ... SLIGHTLY STICKY .*. SLIGHTLY Pl AST IC 
VERY EINE R O O T S  T H R O U G H O U T  HORIZON *v* n CnCALCARECLS (HCL)
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sciL s e m e s : KARTER

SURVEY SAMPLE KU• 
l c c a t i c n :
CLASSIF ICa TICN:

SITE NUMBER: 2?
SLCPE : 35X
PRECIPITATION: 
PF.RMEAHIL ITY: 
PHYSICCRAPhY I 
VEGETATION:
PARENT "ATEklAL:

A I

d21 T

822 T

C I

ARGIC CRYGBGRCLLSJ NUT USED ,

COUNTY: GALLATIN ELEVATION! 2133 METERS
c l a s s : KIND: PlANt
75 CM CONTROL SECTION LIMITS --
Sl Ch d r a i n a g e c l a s s : MODERATELY
MOUNTAINS,STEEP HILLS CR PlATEAUS
FGAkST, u n s p e c i f i e d
RESIDUAL MATERIAL , LOCAL CCL LUVlUM CR S CL IFLUCT A TE 
VCLCAN IC BRECCIA

MCn Th SAMPLED: SEPTEMBER 
ASPECT: NORTHWEST
u p p e r : CM l c w e r :

WELL DRAINED
STCNINESs: Cl ASS C

CM

0 • ?2 CM• I 0 - b INCHES)

dar k GRAYISH RROvn M C yr m /2) ExTEfiICR CF URy PECS *** VERY DARK GRAY MCYR 3/1) 
EXTERIOR OF MCTST PFCS $** CLay LCAK **, MODERATE FINE GRANLLAR 
STwuCTURC *** SLIGHTLY HARD ••• FfiIApLF ••• SLIGHTLY STICKY •••
PLASTIC *** MA»Y VERY FINE ROCTS THRCLGHCLT HCRI7CN *** CCMMCN
MEDIUM ROOTS THROUGHOUT HORIZON *** nCNCaLCAPECUS (HCL) CLEAR wavy
BOONOARY ***

22 - 36 C m . ( 9 - 1 *  INCHES)

V CK GRAYISH P.HdN MCYR 2/PI FxTEfiICR CF MCIST PEGS ,** Dark GRAYISH BFCwN 
MCYR 4/2) EXTERIOR Cf ChY PEDS *** Cl AY *yv MODERATE MEDIUM 
SufiANGULAR BiCCKY STRUCTURE *** HARD ••• FIRM ... STICKY ...
PLASTIC **, MANY VERY h INC ROOTS THROUGHOUT HCRIZCN *** COMMON
m e d i u m r o o t s t h r o u g h o u t h o r i z o n *** n c n c a l c a p e c u s i h c l ) *** c lear wavy
b o u n d a r y ***

36 - 9b Cm . ( 1 4 -  37 INCHES)

URAYISM BROWN 1P.5Y 5/2) EXTERIOR CF MOIST PECS **, DARK GRAYISH BRCkN
12 • 5 Y 4/2) E XTFc-IfH CF m c Is T PEDS *** COMMON CCaRSC PROMINENT MOTTLES 
hHICM A.?L UM IVF BRChn (?.hY 4/4) ExlERICR CF MOIST PECS
CLAY wEDGF STRUCTURE VERY HARD ... FIRM ... vFRV STICKY ...
VERY PLASTIC COMMON VERY EINF HCCTS THROUGHOUT HORIZON COMMON
MEDIUM ROUTS T mRCLGHCI. T HORIZON *** CCMMCN PROMINENT DARK REDCISh BhOwN
(SYR P/PI m CIST CRCAtIC CLTANS CN HORIZONTAL PEC FACES *$, FEW
SHINY, GROOVED PRESSURE FACES *** NCNCALCARECUS (HCL) *4» GRADUAL WAVY
BOUNDARY ***

Vt - lh2 CM. ( 3 7 -  CO INCHES)

DARK CRAYISu HHCvvN (2.SY u/2) FXTFRICR CF MCIST PECS
CLAY **v wEGGE STRUCTURE W v  VERY HARD ••• FIRM ... VERY STICKY ... 
VERY HlASTIC *** CCmml n VERY FlNF FOOTS THROUGHOUT HORIZON FEW
Sh i n y # GROOVED PwESSLHt FaCFS *** COMMON FRAGMENTS >2 MM *,*
NCNCaICARFOUS (HCL) ***

r e m a r k s :
UPPER B IS GREv 3-6 INCHES
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S O I L  S E R I E S ! O U T L O O K

SURVEY SAMPLE NO* !
LOCATION!
CLASSIFICATION!  ARGIC CRYOBOROLLSi NOT USED ,

SITE NUMBER! 21 
SLOPE! 25X
PRECIPITATION!  
p e r m e a b i l i t y :
PHYSICGRAPhYi
v e g e t a t i o n : 
p a r e n t  m a t e r i a l :

COUNTY: GALLATIN
c l a s s :
25 CM
m o d e r a t e l y  slow 
MOUNTAINS,s t e e p  h i l l s  
GRASSES AND FORBS
RESIDUAL MATERIAL, LOCAL COLLUVIUM OR SOL IFLUC TATE 
INTERBEDDEO SHALE AND SIL TSTCNE

ELEVATION! 2103 METERS 
KINO:  CONVEX
CONTROL SECTION L I MITS  - •  
d r a i n a g e  c l a s s : w e l l  d r a i n e d

PLATEAUS

MONTH SAMPLED! SEPTEMBER
a s p e c t : west 
u p p e r : CM LcwER:

STCNlNESS: CLASS C

CM

A I

B 2 T

C I  CA

C 2 CA

R

O -  15 CM* I O -  6 INCHES)

GRAYISH BROWN I lOYR 5 / 2 )  EXTERIOR CF DRY PECS * * ♦  V CK GRAYISH BROWN I lCYR 3 /21  
EXTERIOR OF MOIST PEDS * * *  S ILT LCAM * * *  MODERATE COARSE SUBANGLLAR BLCCKY 
STRUCTURE SEPARATING TO MODERATE MEDIUM GRANULAR STRUCTURE * * ♦
HARD * * * FIRM . .  . SLIGHTLY STICKY * . .  SLIGHTLY PLASTIC , , ,  MANY 
VERY FINE ROOTS THROUGHOUT hORIZCN ♦ * *  many FINE RCCTS
throughout  h o r i z o n  * * *  common very  f i n e  t u b u l a r  pores  * * *  n c n c a l c a r e c u s  
(HCL) * * *  c l e a r  smooth  bou n d a r y  * * *

15 -  38 CM* I 6 -  15 INCHES I

LIGHT BROWNISH GRAY ( 2*5Y  6 / 2 )  EXTERIOR OF DRY PEDS * * *  DARK GRAYISH BROwN
12 • 5Y 4 / 2 )  EXTERIOR OF MOIST PEDS « * *  CLAY , , ,  STRCNG COARSE
SUBANGULAR BLOCKY STRUCTURE SEPARATING TC STRONG MEDIUM SLBANGLLAR BLOCKY 
STRUCTURE * »♦  VERY HARD * * * FIRM * •■ STICKY . * * PLASTIC *♦»  MANY
VERY FINE ROOTS THROUGHOUT HORIZCN » * *  MANY VERY FINE TUBULAR PORES *
NCNCALCAREOUS I HCLI * * *  GRADUAL WAVY BOUNDARY » * *

37 -  70 CM* ( 1 5 -  28 INCHES)

LIGHT BROWNISH GRAY ( 2*5Y  6 /21  EXTERIOR OF DRY PEDS *«» DARK GRAYISH BROWN
I 2* 5 Y  4 / 2 )  EXTERIOR OF MOIST PEDS * * *  CLAY LCAM * * *  STRONG MEDIUM
GRANULAR STRUCTURE 4»» VERY HARD * • •  VERY FIRM . . .  PLASTIC . * *
STICKY 444 MANY VERY FINE ROOTS THROUGHOUT HORIZON 44* MANY
VERY FINE TUBULAR PORES 444 NONCALCARECLS (HCL) 444 CLEAR W A V Y  BOUNDARY
444

70 -  100 CM* I 28 -  39 INCHES I

LIGHT GRAY I 5 Y 7 / 2 I EXTERIOR OF DRY PECS 44* OLIVE GRAY ( 5 Y 5 / 2 )
EXTERIOR OF MOIST PEDS *4* CLAY LCAM 44, STRONG COARSE GRANULAR STRUCTURE
4,4 VERY HARD * * * VERY FIRM * * •  PLASTIC STICKY 444 COMMON VERY FINE ROOTS
THROUGHOUT HORIZON 444 COMMON VERY FINE TUBULAR PORES 4*4 FEW PROMINENT 
VERY DARK BROWN I IOYR 2 /2 1  MOIST ORGANIC CUTANS ON VERTICAL PEC FACES 4«
FEW PROMINENT VERY DARK BROWN I ICYR 2 /21  MOIST CLAY SKINS 
ON VERTICAL PEO FACES 444 COMMON THREAD-LIKE MASSES OF LIME 44*
MODERATELY EFFERVESCENT (HCL) *** GRADUAL WAyY BOUNDARY *44

100 -  152 CM* ( 39 -  60 INCHES I

W E A K L Y  C O N S O L I D A T E D  I N T E R B E D D E O  S H A L E  AND S I L T s T O N E  * 4 4
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SCIL fcERlES: SCARP

SLRVtY SAMPLE KC*
l c c a t i c k :
CLASSlFICATILK:

SITE »L"HER: 23
SLCHt: X
PHECiP I TA Ti c n :
PERMLAHILlTt: 
PPYSlCGRAPHt: 
VEGEfATICK:
p a r e n t m a t e r i a l :

A I

8 2

C I

C 2

TtPlC CftVOCPREPTSi KCT USED »

C C L M V : Ca i i aTIN Elf v a t i c n : 2516 METERS MCk Th SAMPLED: SEPTEMBER
c l a s s : KIND: i f r f g l l a r a s p e c t : n o r t hflc cm c o n t r o l s e c t i o n l i m i t s —  l p p e r : cm l c h e r :
seek d r a i n a g e c l a s s : m c c e r a t e l t kell c r a iked
MCLKTAlNS.STFEP Pit I S CR PLATEAUS STCKlKFSS: CLASS 2
GRASSES An D FOKBS
Sl ICh Tlt kEATHfftCC RESIDUAL MATERIAL, LOCAL CCLLUVlLM CR SCLIFLuCTATE 
NCNCALCAREOus SHALE

C -  7 CM* I O -  3 INCHES I 

OAXK REDDISH BRCln IStR 3/2) ExTFRICR CF MCIST PECS
CLAt LCA* **+ POCFFATE FINE CRANLL'F STPLCTLRE LOCSE •••
FRIABLE .. SLIGPTLt PLASTIC ... SLIGHTLY STICKY ,,, "AKY VERY FINE ROCT^ 
THROUGHOUT HORIZON CCMm CK FIsF Reels TpRCLGPCLT PCRIZCK ***
KCKCALCAREOuS (MCI I *** ABRUPT WAVY BOUNDARY

7 - 2 3  CP. I 3 - 9 INCHES)

VERY PALE BROkx I ICvR 7/4 1 EXTERIOR Cf CRY PECS ,** HRCkK C7.5yR 4/4)
Cx TFh ICr OF ^OIST HECS * CLAY MODERATE F H E  CRAKLLAR STRUCTURE
*** HARD ... EIO- ... SLIGHTLY STICKY ... SLlGhTl Y Pt ASTIC ,** MANY 
VEHY F INF ROOTS TPNCLGHCLT PCRIZCN *4» NCnC a lCARECUS (PCL) *** CLEAR
WAVY BOUNDARY

23 - 44 Cm . I 9 -  17 INCHES)

CARK REDDISH BROLn (2-5YR 3/4) FxTERICR OF MOIST PECS ,,, RECCISH BRCkK 
(2.SYR 4/4) EXTERIOR CF DFY PCDS ,*# CLAY *»* MASSIVE STfiUCTLRE **
PARC ••. FIRM ••• STICKY ... PLASTIC *** COMMON VERY FINE RCCTS
t h r o u g h o u t p c r i /cn v m a n y v e r y fine i r r e g u l a r and t u b u l a r p o r e s ,**
NCNCALCAREOUS (HCL) ♦** ABRUPT WAVY BOUNDARY

43 - 15? Cm . I 17 - 6C INCHES)

LIGHT GRAY Iir-VR 6/1 ) EXTERIOR OF CRY FECS LIGHT CRAY (ICYR 6/1)
EXTERIOR OF MOIST PEGS * CLAY »4» MASSIVE STRUCTURE 444
HARD ... FIRM ... STICKY ... PLASTIC 4 4  VERY FINE RCCTS ,44 COMMON
VEFIY FINE IRREGULAR AnC Tl BULaR PCREF 44, NCNCALCARECUS (HCL) *,,
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s o i l  s e r i e s : STATION

SURVEY SAMPLE NO *
l o c a t i o n :
CLASSIFICATION:

SITE n u m b e r : 20
s l o p e : eOX
p r e c i p i t a t i o n :
PERNEfcHILITY: 
p h y s i o g r a p h y : 
v e g e t a t i o n :
PARENT m a t e r i a l :

A I

B 2 T

P  3

C I

REMAKKS:

ARGIC CRYCBORAt FSJ NCT USED ,

c o u n t y : g a l l a t j n e l e v a t i o n : i ssc  m e t e r s
CLASS: MODERATELY SLOPING KIND: CONVEX
63 CM CONTROL SECTION LlyITS -•
s l o w d r a i n a g e c l a s s : wel l d r a i n e d
MOUNTAlNSiSTEEP HILLS CR PLATEAUS 
GRASSES AND FORBS 
UNCONSOLIDATED yINFRAL SEDIMENTS 
In TERBEDDED SANDSTONE and STALE

MONTH SAMPLED: SEPTEMBER 
a s p e c t : EAST
u p p e r : CM LOWER: cm

STCNINESS: CLASS O

O -  33 Cm . ( o -  13 INCHES)

LIGHT GRAY IIOYR 6/1 ) EXTERIOR OF CRY FECS *** VERY CaRK GRAY IlCYR 3/1)
EXTERIOR OF MOIST PECS **$ SIlTY CLAy LCAm *** STRONG yEClLM GRANULAR 
STRUCTURE *** h a r d FIRM ... VERY STICKY ... VERY PLASTIC ***
M A N Y  V E R Y  F I N E  R C C T S  T H R O U G H O U T  H C R IZ C N  » MANY V E R Y  F I N E  PORES A N D  
R O O T S  P O R E S  C E M E N T E C  W 1 1 H  F R A G M E N T S  M A S  T U B U L A R  P O R E S  » * *
NONCALCAREOUS (HCL) *** CLEAR SMCCTh BOUNDARY v

33 - 56 Cm . I 13 • <?2 In CHES )

DARK GRAY IlCYP 4/1) EXTERIOR OF CRY PECS *,* BLACK IlCYR 2/1)
EXTERIOR OF yOIST PECS *** VERY CARK PRCWN IlCYR 2/2)
CRUSHED MOIST PEDS *+* CLay *** MODERATE -EDlLM PRISMATIC STRUCTURE 
SEPARATING TC STRONG CCa r sF SURa nGula r RLCCKY STRUCTURE ,,,
EXTREMELY MARD ... EXlRt MELY FIRM ... VERY STICKY ... VERY PLASTIC ***
MANY VERY EINE ROOTS THROUGHOUT HCRIZCN FEw VERY FINE PORES
FEW SHl ,Y, GROOVED PRESSURE FACES *** NCNC At CARECUS (HCL) *** CLEAR IRRECLL ARB O U N D A R Y  * * v

b'B - 70 Cm . ( 2 2 -  2fi INCHES)

‘ ICM GdAY IICYy 7/PI L * TCP I CU CF CRY FFCS **» CK* YELUChISH PRChS IlCYR 4/4)
CxTFhIGH OF rCIST PECG *** CLiY AsC *** WEAK CCARSE SLBAsCLLAR HLCtKY
S Th1JC TuRF *»• PAhO FlRH ... v FR Y STICKY ... VERY PLASTIC *** CRACLAL
IRhFCULAR HCUSOARY »«Y

70 - 135 Cr. I ?8 - S3 ISChESI

HALE SNOhS IlOYR 6/3 I EXTERIOR OF CRY PECS **» PALE PfiChS (1CYR 6/31 
ChLSwEO DRY PEDS <*» HRChS IlCYR 4/31 EKTtRICR CF HCIST PECS *»»
SILTY CLAY LCAI- ASC CLAY »*» YASSlVt STRUCTURE *.» SLIGHTLY HARO . . .
FRIABLE ... STICKY ... HLaSTIC CCHHCS VtfiY RISE NCCTS
THNOuCHOuT HOHIZCS ««v CCwHOS VERY FIsF TUpLl AR FORES »4» SCSCaLCARECL =
I HCL I ***

NELL DEVELOPED SOIL Pn CFIl E OS LAsoSLICF HATFPIAL. HLaCK RE TCSGLE OOhS FROH 
LOWER LIMITS .36 ISCHES.
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